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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 53 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA Version: 5.0i 
~ ~~ 

Test ID: C11-1 I Test Series Name: DCAGW 

Test Method 
EI code inspection 8 spreadsheet 
EI output inspection graphical 
0 hand calculation 
Test Objective: This test will test the correct transfer of data to GENTPA through code 
inspection and examination of data files. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 
Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 
Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Settings in tpa.inp - OutputMode = 1 
Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: N/A 
Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-432, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-ClO - C16\C11-1) and CD #6 (tpa5OvaItest). 
rest Criterion or Expected Results: Visual inspection of dcagwf and file comparisons 
should comply with the considerations listed under the Test Procedure above. See 
attachment on page B-433, ‘Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 
rest Evaluation (Pass/Fail): PASS 

Notes: None 
rester: Brandi L. Winfrey I Date: July 07, 2003 
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Test Results (Test Procedure) 
bf 

Edit tpa.inp according to the appropriate Run setup above. 
>sete nv T PA-T E ST $ H 0 M E/tpavt/codeSO i 
>setenv TPA-DATA $HOME/tpavt/code50i 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

W 

W 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
V Perform a code inspection of module dcagw.t The following things should be considered: 

. 
- 
- 

Input parameters are correctly read in from fpa.inp 
The correct input data files for envin.e and env.e are copied into the current directory 
Calls to gentpa, envin.e, env.e, and gentodcf are executed properly. 

Perform an examination of data transfers from dcagw to GENTPA with an Excel spreadsheet 
that calculates the DCFs found in output files gw-pb-addat, gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, and 
gw-cb-addat using values from gemout, ggrdfdat, ggenii.inp, gdefaultdef, and gnewdtdat. 

Ensure the following input data files exist 
FILENAME.DAT, ggamen.dat, grmdlib.dat, ggrdf.dat ggenii.def, ggenii.inp, 
gdefault.def, gdefault.inp, gftrans.def, gftrans.inp, gbioacl .dat, gdosinc2.dat, 
gnewdf.dat 

Output files from envin.e and env.e 
genv.out, ggenii.out, genv.in, gmedia.out, gwork.buf 
Output files from gentodcf, called by gentpa 
gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-cb-ci.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ci.dat 

Ensure the following output files exist: 
. 

Note: The three nuclides used in the Excel spreadsheet were chosen because they are critical 
nuclides. 

W 
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Test ID 
Cll=la 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 54 1 Project #: 620.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0h 

Test ID: C11-la I Test Series Name: DCAGW 

Test Method 

0 code inspection H spreadsheet 
H output inspection graphical 

hand calculation 0 comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: Verification of Groundwater Protection Calculations in DCAGW. See 
attachment on page 8-437, “Test Method (Test Objective).” 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Mean value tpainp file run for 1 realization 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: See attachment on page 6-438, “Test 
Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test).’’ 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page 6-439, “Test Environment Setup (Test 
Procedure). 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C11-1\C11-la). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: Test passes if all values reported in “epapktim.out” 
are verified as the maximum of values reported in “epa-ave.out and all TPA output values 
from epa-ave.out compared on the spreadsheet agree (tolerable error within 5%). 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): Pass. See attachment on page 6-441, ”Test Results [Test 
Evaluation (Pass/Fail)] .” 
Notes: None 

Tester: P. LaPlante I Date: 7/03/03 
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Verification of Groundwater Protection Calculations 

Path for run directory: 
/ho me/pla p I an/val idate/t pa50 h/ 

Path for archive of results: 
s poc k /hom e/p lap I an/val ida t e/ 
TPA run is in spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h 
Test spreadsheets are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/gwprot 

Environment variables: 
TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/janetz ke/tpa50 h 
TPA-DATA /net/s pock/home/janetz ke/tpa50 h 

Special input files or modifications to input files required: 
tpa.inp 

Special diagnostic code modifications required: 
none 

Program modes to be used (append flags, scenario/model switches, etc.): 

W 
Run an unmodified base case tpa.inp and rename the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, 
change “OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 
(yes) and run TPA with the new file. (The disruptive event output will be used for other 
tests). 

Utility scripts needed to perform the test: 
none 

Utility codes needed in the analysis of the test data: 
Microsoft Excel2000 
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Test Method (Test Objective) 
b u i f  

Verification of Groundwater Protection Calculations in DCAGW: 

-Groundwater concentrations at the well head are calculated as intended using the 
saturated zone release estimates and the pumping volume specified in tpa.inp 

- Input parameters in tpa.inp and information in data files nuclides.dat and organdf.dat 
are used as intended in concentration and dose calculations for groundwater protection 

- TPA output in files dcagw.ech, epapktim.out, epa-ave.out, and gwpkdos.res contain 
correct information that is verified by comparison with spreadsheet calculations 
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Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test) 
W 

The test repeats the calculations done in DCAGW to convert saturated zone (groundwater) 
release estimates for 20 radionuclides to concentrations and doses of the types that are required 
by 10 CFR Part 63 groundwater protection limits. One timestep is verified and assumed to be 
representative of all timesteps since the same equations are applied to each timestep. Thus, the 
time-stepping is not specifically tested, however, the TPA output from the calculations will be 
reviewed to check for anomalous behavior across timesteps. While the TPA code includes a 
number of options for estimating groundwater concentrations (e.g., dilution options from past 
code versions) these options are not tested because final regulations in 10 CFR Part 63 specify 
a pumping volume of 3000 acre-ft and it is this value that was used for the current test. 

For efficiency in completing tests for DCAGW and GENTPA, this test is designed to be run prior 
to executing tests S4, C11-1 b, and C l l - l c .  

From TPA Run: 
dcagw.ech 
e pa-ave . out 
e pap kti m . out 
g wp kdos. res 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 

Set environment variables to point to directory where current version of TPA code resides: 

setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 
setenv TPA-DATA /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 

Create alias in .cshrc.local that will allow running the TPA code from its original directory using 
the tpa.inp in my test directory by using the command “alias name” tpa.inp at the command 
prompt in the directory path where the tpahp resides. 

al ias t pa50 h ‘/home/j an e t z ke/t pa50 h/t pa. e’ 

Run an unmodified base case tpa.inp and rename the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, change 
“OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFIag” to 1 (yes) and run 
TPA with the new file. (The disruptive event output will be used for other tests). 

Open the output file “dcagw.ech” in MS Excel, reformat to a single row of columns and copy the 
final annual release values for the 10,000 yr time step into the highlighted bottom row of the 
spreadsheet (filename “tpa50.validation.gwprot.xls”) labeled “Copied TPA ouput from dcagw.ech 
(SZ release at 10 kyr)”. 

The spreadsheet was designed to conduct the same groundwater protection calculations as 
TPA. The spreadsheet is populated with parameters and data from the TPA base case run 
(tpa.inp and supporting data files nuclides.dat, and organdf.dat). The calculations in the 
spreadsheet are simple and expected to be understood by a competent analyst without recourse 
to the originator. Using the tools/options menu in Excel to reveal formulas can provide 
transparency of the information flow on the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet takes saturated zone 
release estimates in TPA output (copied from dcagw.ech file) and: 

kd 

estimates a groundwater concentration by dividing the release rate by the pumping volume, 
estimates the human intake of radionclides from drinking the water at the estimated 
concentration, 
converts the human intake to organ and whole body doses using factors contained in TPA input 
data file organdf.dat 
sums the concentration and dose results to categories that match TPA code output in files 
epa-ave.out and epapktim.out. 

Open the output file “epa-ave.ouP’ in MS Excel and copy the values for the 10,000 yr timestep 
into the aforementioned spreadsheet (filename “tpa50.validation.gwprot.xls”) in the yellow 
highlighted areas under the relevant headings (Le., gross alpha, radium, various organs). 

Visually inspect the output of “epapktim.out” file and verify that results are consistent with results 
reported in “epa-ave.out” (e.g., for a single realization run the “average” output is all the output 
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by time so the visual inspection will check whether the “epapktim.out” shows the true maximum 
values for each result). 

W 

Compare by visual inspection the spreadsheet calculated values with the TPA output copied to 
the spreadsheet. 
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Test Results [Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail)] 

Test passes if: 

-- all values reported in “epapktim.out” are verified as the maximum of values reported in 
“epa-ave.out” 

- all TPA output values from epa-ave.out that were compared with spreadsheet calculated 
values agree (tolerable error within 5%). 

Test Resu Its 
TPA run inputs and results are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h. 
Spreadsheets for test is in spock /home/plaplan/validate/gwprot 
“tpa5O.validation.gwprot.xls” demonstrates agreement in results 
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Test ID 
ClI= lb  
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

~ ~~~ 

Software Name: TPA 

W 

Version: 5.0h 

SVTR#: 55 1 Project#: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Test ID: C11-lb, C16-1 Test Series Name: DCAGW/DCAGS 

code inspection 
output inspection 
hand calculation 

IXI spreadsheet 
o graphical 

comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: Verification of calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS that convert 
intakes/exposures calculated by GENTPA and GENTPAGS to dose conversion factors 
stored in TPA output files gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gs-cb-ad.dat, gs-pb-ad.dat. See 
attachment on page B-445, “Test Method (Test Objective).” 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK”, Dell Dimension L800R 
(Pentium 111) 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
version 5.0, Windows XP Professional v5.1, Service Pack 1 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Mean value tpa.inp file run for 1 realization 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: See attachment on page 6-446, “Test 
Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test).” 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-447, ‘Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

Test Results 
~~ ~ 

Location: Attached CD path =/indprot/dcfs 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B-448, ‘Test Results (Test 
Criterion or Expected Results).” 
--all radionuclide and pathway specific dose conversion factors in the TPA output files 
(gw-cb-ad . dat , gw-p b-ad .dat , gs-p b-ad .dat) agree with the relevant spreadsheet 
calculated dose conversion factors within an error tolerance of 5% for all four spreadsheets. 
-all “divide by zero” results are confirmed to be zero for both spreadsheet based results and 
TPA code results (zero results for some radionuclide intakes are expected based on input 
parameter choices) 

Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail): Pass. See attachment on page B-449, “Test Results [Test 
Evaluation (Pass/FaiI)].” 

Notes: None 

Tester: P. LaPlante I Date: 7/03/03 
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Verification of Dose Conversion Factor Calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS 

w 
Path for Run Directory 

/h o m e/pl a p I an/val id at e/t pa50 h/ for T PA cal cu I at ions 

Path for archive of results: 
spock /home/plaplan/validate/ 
TPA run is in spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/ 
GENll vl.485 results are in spreadsheets for test S4 in spock 
/home/plapIan/validate/indprot/intakes (e.g., tpa50.validation.intakes.gw.cb.xls and the same for 
other source/pathway combinations) 
Test spreadsheets are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/bdcfs 

Environment variables: (for TPA) 
TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 
TPA-DATA /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 

Special input files or modifications to input files required: 

Run an unmodified base case tpa.inp and rename the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, change 
“OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 (yes) and run 
TPA with the new file. (this run was already executed for test Cl l - la) .  ’hd 

Special diagnostic code modifications required: 
none 

Program modes to be used (append flags, scenario/model switches, etc.): 

Test uses TPA run from test C-11-la which ran an unmodified base case tpahp and renamed 
the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, changed “OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and 
“VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFIag” to 1 (yes) and ran TPA with the new file. 

Utility scripts needed to perform the test: 
none 

Utility codes needed in the analysis of the test data: 
Microsoft Excel2000 
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Test Method (Test Objective) 
W 

Verification of Dose Conversion Factor Calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS including: 

-Verification of calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS that convert intakes/exposures 
calculated by GENTPA and GENTPAGS to radionuclide specific dose conversion factors 
(e.g., rem/yr per Wm3 in groundwater and rem/yr per Ci/m2 in soil) written to TPA output 
files gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gs-cb-ad.dat, gs-pb-ad.dat. 

- Verification that data files in tpahp gnewdf.dat and ggrdf.dat are being read correctly 
by the TPA code for the calculation of dose conversion factors written to TPA output files 
gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gs-cb-ad.dat, gs-pb-ad.dat. 

- Verification that summation of pathway-specific dose conversion factors into the more 
general pathway categories in the TPA code is being executed correctly. An example of 
this type of summation is that poultry, eggs, and beef pathway-specific dose conversion 
factors are summed to create the broader category of “animal product ingestion” factors). 

- Verification that summation of daughter product dose conversion factors are summed 
into parent radionuclide d o s e  conversion factors 

- Verification that TPA dose conversion factor output files gw-cb-ad.dat, gwgb-ad.dat, 
gs-cb-ad.dat, gs-pb-ad.dat are being written correctly 
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Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test) 

This test verifies TPA calculations of dose conversion factors in DCAGW and DCAGS (except 
inhalation which is covered under test C16-2) for a single realization mean value TPA run. 
Stochastic operation is not tested. 

For efficiency this test is designed to follow completion of test S4 and precede test C11-lc. For 
soil source dose conversion factors (DCAGS calculations), as discussed in test S4, pluvial input 
parameters for GENTPAGS are the same as current biosphere so only the pluvial biosphere was 
verified to avoid redundancy. 

Output files to compare or examine: 
From TPA Run: 
gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gs-cb-ad.dat, gs-pb-addat. 

From GENll v1.485: 
env.out (used results already copied to spreadsheets for test S4) 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
b w  

Set environment variables to point to directory where current version of TPA code resides: 

set e nv T PA-TE ST /n et/s pock/home/j anetz ke/t pa50 h 
set env T PA-D ATA /n et/s pock/home/jane tz ke/t pa50 h 

Create alias in .cshrc.local that will allow running the TPA code from its original directory using 
the tpa.inp in my test directory by using the command “alias name” tpa.inp at the command 
prompt in the directory path where the tpa.inp resides. 

alias tpa50h ‘/home/janetzke/tpa5Oh/tpa.e’ 

Run an unmodified base case tpahp and rename the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, change 
“OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 (yes) and run 
TPA with the new file. (this run was already executed for test C11-1 a). 

Obtain the GENU v.1.485 output files (env.out) from test S4 for each of the three relevant 
source/biosphere categories (groundwater/current biosphere; groundwater/pluvial biosphere; soil 
source, pluvial biosphere) and read each env.out file into a separate spreadsheet using Excel 
2000. Current biosphere results for a soil source are the same as pluvial biosphere results so 
only the pluvial test was run for DCAGS calculations. - Obtain the TPA 5.0g single realization mean value run results from test S4. 

Copy each set of GENll v1.485 output data into the first two columns of the appropriate 
spreadsheet dcf.verify.tpa.dcagw.cb.xls, dcf.verify.tpa.dcagw.pb.xls, dcf.verify.tpa.dcags.pb.xls. 
Spreadsheet names identify the 3 source/biosphere categories used for TPA dose conversion 
factor calculations applicable to this test. Into the same spreadsheets, read the applicable TPA 
output in files gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gs-pb-ad.dat and paste data under the highlighted 
columns heading “Copied output from TPA Code DCF Output Files” that begins in column S. 

The test spreadsheets were designed to convert the “intakes” from the GENU VI .485 code 
(env.out) to dose factors using “intake to dose” conversion factors (called “dose coefficients” in 
the spreadsheet) in TPA 5.0 from files gnewdf.dat and ggrdf.dat, sum the doses into categories 
consistent with TPA output files, sum daughter products, and organize the results into the format 
of the TPA dose conversion factor output files for efficient comparison. For added transparency 
of calculations, a reviewer could view spreadsheets using the tools/options menu in Excel 2000 
and show the formulas. 

Observe test comparison results in the yellow highlighted area of each spreadsheet. Values of 
“1 I’ indicate agreement between spreadsheet calculated values and TPA output. Some zeros are 
possible when the dose calculations lead to results that equal zero. Any zeros in the results 
section should be verified that actual results from both the spreadsheet and TPA were zero. 

U 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 

TPA run inputs and full results are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h directory. 
Spreadsheets for test are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/bdcfs 
dcf.verify.tpa.dcagw.cb.xls, dcf.verify.tpa.dcagw.pb.xls, dcf.verify.tpa.dcags.pb.xls demonstrate 
agreement in results 

w 
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Test Results pest Evaluation (Pass/Fail)] 
\r, 

Test passes if: 
--all radionuclide and pathway specific dose conversion factors in the TPA output files 
(g w-c b-ad . dat , g w-p b-ad . dat g s-p bead . dat) agree with the re I evan t spreadsheet calcu I ated 
dose conversion factors within an error tolerance of 5% for all four spreadsheets. 

-all “divide by zero” results are confirmed to be zero for both spreadsheet based results and 
TPA code results (zero results for some radionuclide intakes are expected based on input 
parameter choices) 
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Cll-lb: Verification of Dose Calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS 
Path for run directory: 

he /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/ for TPA calculations 

Path for archive of results: 
s poc k /h o me/pl a p lan/val id at e/ 
10,000 yr TPA run is on spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/ 
1 00,000 yr TPA simulation results are on spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/pIuvial 
Test Cll -1 b results are in spreadsheets in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/bdcfs (e.g., 
dcf . ve ri fy. t pa. dcag w. c b . xls) 
Inhalation and total dose conversion factors for ground source are in spock 
/home/plaplan/validate/indprot/dose (total.dcf.dcags.xls) 
Test spreadsheets are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/dose 

Environment variables: (for TPA run) 
TPA-TEST /net/spocWhome/janetzke/tpa50h 
TPA-DATA /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 

Special input files or modifications to input files required: 

Run an unmodified base case tpa.inp and rename the file “tpameans.out” to tpahp, change 
“OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 (yes) and run 
TPA with the new file. (this run was already executed for test C11-la). 

Special diagnostic code modifications required: 

Because DCAGS module uses a separate inhalation model to calculate time dependent 
inhalation dose conversion factors, and these factors are not included in any output file, M. 
Smith modified the code for this test and produced this output. Documentation of his approach to 
outputting the inhalation dose conversion factors is included below in the test procedure section. 

Program modes to be used (append flags, scenario/model switches, etc.): 

Test uses TPA run from test C-11-la which ran an unmodified base case tpa.inp and renamed 
the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, changed “OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and 
“VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 (yes) and ran TPA with the new file. 

Utility scripts needed to perform the test: 
none 

Utility codes needed in the analysis of the test data: 
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Microsoft Excel2000 

Lrr, 
Test description 
0 bjective: 
Verification of Dose Calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS including: 

-Verification of calculations in DCAGW and OCAGS that convert media specific 
radionuclide concentrations (e.g., groundwater and soil/ash) calculated by SZFT and 
ASHRMOVO modules, respectively, to time dependent and radionuclide specific doses 
written to TPA output files rgwna.tpa and rgsna.tpa. In short, this test verifies input and 
output information to/from DCAGW and DCAGS modules is being handled correctly. 

- Verification that data files gw-cb-addat, gs-cb-ad.dat are being read correctly by the 
TPA code for the calculation of dose. 

- Verification that the inhalation dose conversion factors calculated with a separate 
model in DCAGS and non-inhalation pathway based dose conversion factors that are 
calculated by GENTPAGS are being used correctly in the dose calculations in DCAGS 

Assumptions : 
This test verify’s dose calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS for a single realization. 
Because the test encompasses calculations from SZ release output (and direct igneous 
release) through dose calculation it covers the impacts of pumping volume (for DCAGW 
only), dose conversion, and summation and reporting of output. In short, this test verifies 
that input to and output from DCAGW and DCAGS is being handled correctly. The test is 
limited to one type of dose output file but the successful completion of the test provides 
confidence that dose calculations and output in general are being executed correctly. The 
test is for a single realization run and does not test stochastic operation of the TPA code. 

Constraints: 
For efficiency this test is designed to follow completion of test test C11-I b which verifies dose 
conversion factor calculations. Pluvial biosphere dose calculations for DCAGS were not tested 
because there is no variation in the dose conversion factors with climate state in current 
calculations (i.e., the leaching input parameters are fixed and the code was not set up to vary 
these parameters by climate state). As a result the dose conversion factors calculated in DCAGS 
do not vary with climate so only one biosphere state was verified. 

Output files to compare or examine: 
From TPA Run: 
dcagw.ech, dcags.ech, rgwna.tpa, rgsna.tpa, gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat, gs-cb-ad.dat 

Step-by-step test procedure: 

Set environment variables to point to directory where current version of TPA code resides: ” 
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setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 
setenv TPA-DATA /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 

’CrJI 

Create alias in .cshrc.local that will allow running the TPA code from its original directory using 
the tpahp in my test directory by using the command “alias name” tpa.inp at the command 
prompt in the directory path where the tpa.inp resides. 

alias tpa50h ‘/home/janetzke/tpa50h/tpa.e’ 

Run an unmodified base case tpahp and rename the file ”tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, change 
“OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 (yes) and run 
TPA with the new file. (this run was already executed for test C11-la). Change the 
“DurationOfCompliancePeriod” and “MaximumTime”parameters to 1 00,000 yr and re-run to 
obtain pluvial dose results. 

Obtain the output files from the single realization mean value base case TPA 5.0 10,000 yr run 
from test C11-la and the results for the same case run for 100,000 yr simulation time. 

Next, information will be copied to spreadsheets that correspond to a specific source/biosphere 
combination named accordingly tpa5O.validation.dose.gw.xls, tpa50.validation.dose.gw.pb.xls, 
and tpa50.validation.dose.gs.xls. The spreadsheets are setup to conduct simple calculation of 
dose involving multiplication of media release rate or radionuclide concentrations (Ci/yr 
groundwater release or Ci/m2 soil concentration) by the appropriate dose conversion factor 
(rem/yr per unit concentration) and then comparing the calculated doses with TPA dose output 
(comparison provides a ratio of results). For groundwater sources, the spreadsheet converts the 
SZ release (Ci/yr) to concentration by dividing by the 10 CFR Part 63 specified pumping volume 
of 3000 acre-ft. The following paragraphs describe the transfer of data into the spreadsheets. 

Read dcagw.ech and dcags.ech output files with Excel 2000. This file formats the data in 
stacked columns. Reformat the data so it is presented as a single series of columns from left to 
right (not stacked) using cut/paste commands. Block copy the reformatted data and use the 
“paste specialTtranspose” command in pasting the data into the spreadsheet named 
tpa50.validation.dose.gw.xls under the highlighted heading “TPA Ouput from dcagw.ech”. Do a 
similar copy operation from the dcags.ech file and paste results in the spreadsheet labeled 
tpa50.validation.dose.gs.xls and from the 100,000 yr simulation dcagw.ech file to the 
spreadsheet named tpa50.validation .dose.gw. pb.xls. 

Similarly, copy TPA summed dose conversion factors from test C l l -1  b spreadsheet 
dcf.verify.tpa.dcagw.cb.xls into the highlighted column (GX) in spreadsheet 
tpa50.validation.dose.gw.xls labeled “TPA All Path DCFs”. For the groundwater source/pluvial 
biosphere test (tpa50.validation.dose.gw.pb.xls) because two sets (current and pluvial biosphere) 
of dose conversion factors are used (making the spreadsheet more complicated) copy and paste 
the dose conversion factor output from the TPA files gw-cb-ad.dat, gw-pb-ad.dat files into the 
appropriately highlightedhabeled columns in the spreadsheet. For the ground surface (DCAGS) 
test (tpa50.validation.dose.gs.xls), because inhalation dose conversion factors are calculated by 
a separate model than the other pathways (e.g., ingestion and direct exposure) and the 
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inhalation dose conversion factors used in dose calculations are not output to files the source 
code in dcags.f must be modified to output the calculated time dependent inhalation dose 

'11, conversion factors. 

The following text identifies the changes to the source code that were done to output the 
inhalation dose conversion factors: 

The following lines were added to dcags.f after original line 190 to declare needed variables 
within subroutine dcags: 

c mas 7/2/03 final inhalation dcf 
dimension finaldcfinh(43,mxntime) 
character*6 nameiso 
external nameiso 
character"6 Ijs 
external Ijs 

c mas 7/2/03 

The following lines were added to dcags.f after original line 995 to open/write C16-1 .dat: 

c mas 7/2/03 add print statement for final inhalation dcf 

15 

& 
& 
& 
& 
al 

al 

open(C16-1 ,file='C16-1 .dat',status='unknown') 
write(C16-1 ,'(A)')'Final Inhalation DCFs' 
write(C16-1,15) 'time',tim(l :ntim) 
format(a,201 (x,l pe9.2)) 

do k=l ,nnucldr 
do j=l,ntim 

finaldcfinh( k,j)=dcfinh(k)/(gramsashpercm2*1 .d+04) 
*( resuspendablefraction(j)*tmassload(j) 
+mass I oadou t heavy*occu pancyou theavy 
+massloadou t I ig h t*occu pancyou tl ig ht 
+massloadin heavy*occupancyin heavy 
+massloadi n I ig h t*occu pancy in I ig ht 
+massloadoff site*occupancyoff site) 

enddo 
enddo 

do k=l ,nnucldr 

enddo 
write(C16-1 ,16) Ijs(nameiso(k)),(finaldcfinh(k,j),j=l ,ntim) 
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16 format(a6,201 (x,l pe9.2)) 
c mas 7/2/03 

w 
The tpa.inp file used to generate the 10,000 yr simulation for this test was re-run with the 
modified code and the new dose conversion factor file was read into an excel spreadsheet 
named total.dcf.dcags.xls. On this spreadsheet, “all pathway” total dose conversion factors are 
calculated by adding the sum of dose conversion factors for non-inhalation pathways output from 
TPA in gs-cb-ad.dat to each radionuclide-specific and time dependent inhalation dose 
conversion factor output from the modified TPA code. The resulting “all pathway” dose 
conversion factors are copied from this spreadsheet and pasted into the test spreadsheet 
(tpa50.validation.dose.gs.xls) at the relevant highlightedhabeled location. 

Next, read the rgwna.tpa and rgsna.tpa (from the TPA 5.0 results for 10,000 and 100,000 yr 
simulations) into Excel 2000 and repeat a similar cut/paste special/transpose operation to the 
relevant spreadsheets (tpa50.validation.dose.gw.xls; tpa50.validation.dose.gw.pb.xls and 
tpa50.validation.dose.gs.xls) at the locations specified by highlighting/labels. Spreadsheets 
automatically compare the “spreadsheet calculated” doses with the TPA output and provides the 
ratio in the yellow highlighted column. If the ratio is “1” the spreadsheet calculated results agree 
with the code output. Results that are zero are checked to ensure the spreadsheet value 
matches the TPA output (if so, then test is passed). 

Pass/fail criteria: 
Test passes if: 
--all total doses (summed by radionuclide) from the TPA output files (rgwna.tpa and rgsna.tpa) 
agree with the relevant spreadsheet calculated doses within an error tolerance of 5% for all three 
spreadsheets. 

-all “divide by zero” results are confirmed to be zero for both spreadsheet based results and 
TPA code results (zero results for some radionuclide intakes are expected based on input 
parameter choices) 

Test Results 
TPA 10,000 yr run inputs and full results are on spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/ 
TPA 100,000 yr run results are on spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/pluvial 
Test spreadsheets are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/dose directory 

Spreadsheets tpa50.validation.dose.gw.xls; tpa50.validation.dose.gw.pb.xls and 
tpa50.validation.dose.gs.xls demonstrate agreement in results 

Overall Test Status (PASSFAIL): PASS 
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Test ID 
c11-lc 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

~ ____~ ~ ~~~ 

SVTR#: 56 I Project#: 20.06002.01 . I  13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0h 
~~~~ ~~~ 

Test ID: C11-lc (also relevant to C16-1) I Test Series Name: DCAGW / DCAGS 
~~ 

Test Method 

0 code inspection ra spreadsheet 
ra output inspection 0 graphical 

hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test verifies TPA dose calculation results for each timestep reported in 
rgwna.tpa and rgsna.tpa in spreadsheets by converting saturated zone releases from 
dcagw.ech and igneous activity releases in dcags.ech to dose using dose conversion factors 
that were verified in Test C11-1 b and inhalation dose conversion factors verified in 
Test C16-1. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK, Dell Dimension L800R 
(Pentium 111) 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 50,Windows XP Professional v5.1, Service Pack 1 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Mean value tpa.inp file run for 1 realization 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: See attachment 

Test Procedure: See attachment 

Test Results 
~~~ 

Location: Attached CD, path = /indprot/dose 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: 
-all total doses (summed by radionuclide) from the TPA output files (rgwna.tpa and 
rgsna.tpa) agree with the relevant spreadsheet calculated doses within an error tolerance of 
5% for all three spreadsheets. 
-all “divide by zero” results are confirmed to be zero for both spreadsheet based results and 
TPA code results (zero results for some radionuclide intakes are expected based on input 
parameter choices). 

Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail): PASS 

Notes: None 

Tester: P. LaPlante I Date: 7/03/03 
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Test ID 
C13-1 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR #: 60 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: C13-1 I Test Series Name: VOLCANO 

Test Method 

code inspection EI spreadsheet 
IXI output inspection BJ graphical 
0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that sampling of the timing of igneous events passed b) 
VOLCANO matches the expected distribution type (finite exponential). 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 
~ 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Begin with tpameans.out, then set: 
Volcanism DisruptiveScenarioFlag[yes= 1 , no=O] = iflag, 1 
TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOfInterest[yr] = finiteexponential, 100.0, 1 0000.0, 1 .Oe-7 
NumberOfRealizations = iconstant, 100 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase files (with igneous 
activity) with 10 subareas specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page 8-459, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C13-1) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B- 460, “Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 

rest Evaluation (Pass/Fail): PASS 

Notes: None 

rester: Michael A. Smith I Date: 7-6-03 
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Test Envrionment Setup “Test Procedure” 
V 

Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /solapps/cnwra/A-tpa5.0j 
>set e nv T PA-D ATA /so I a p ps/c n w ra/A-t pa5. Oj 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Transfer volcanic failure times for each of the 100 realizations from wpsfail.res to cells B5:B104 
in C13-1 .XIS. Past experience with the TPA code has shown that 100 realizations is sufficient for 
this type of qualitative check. The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (C13-1 .XIS) creates a histogram 
plot for 10 time bins within the compliance period, as required by the software validation test 
description for test C13-1. The sampled range for 
TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOfInterest[yr] is 100 to 10,000 years, so 10 equal times bins 
were set as: 1 00-1 090, 1 090-2080, 2080-3070, 3070-4060, 4060-5050, 5050-6040, 6040-7030, 
7030-8020, 8020-901 0, and 901 0-1 0,000. As a check of the histogram plot spreadsheet, verify 
that cells M5:M104 each contain a value of 1 and that cell M105 contains a value of 100, 
showing that each realization contributes one value to a bin. Also verify that the minimum and 
maximum values for TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOfInterest[yr] (reported in cells 
B107:B108) fall within the expected range (100 to 10,000 years). 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 

Visually inspect the histogram plot for qualitative agreement with the expected distribution for the 
TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOfInterest[yr] parameter (finite exponential). With the low 
proportionality constant (1 .Oe-7), the histogram plot should be nearly horizontal. 

For convenience, the histogram plat is pasted below: 

Histogram Plot for volcanic failure times 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Bin Numbers 

I 
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Test ID 
C13-2 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 57 I Project #: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0i 

Test ID: C13-2 ITest Series Name: VOLCANO 

Test Method 
code inspection spreadsheet 

rn output inspection 0 graphical 
hand calculation 0 comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: Quantitatively compare the mass of waste ejected in the geometric model 
with a hand calculation of the same value. The numerical differences should be less than 1 
percent relative to the VOLCANO result. The difference in average loading per subarea 
should be less than 1.0e-2. 

Test Environment Setup 
Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, "SPOCK 
Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 4.2 
Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page 8-463, "Test 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)]." 
Assumptions, Constraints, andor Scope of Test: Assume base case files with 10 
subareas specified. Volcanic event occurs in subarea 2. 
Test Procedure: There are two runs. Execute them both as follows: 
Run 1: Test minimum igneous parameter values. 
Run 2: Test maximum igneous parameter values. 

Edit tpainp according to the appropriate Run setup above. Please see attachment on page 
B-463, "Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)]." 
>setenv TPA-TEST $HOME/tpavt/codeSOi 
>setenv TPA-DATA $HOME/tpavt/codeSOi 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Test Results 
Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C13-2). 
Run 1 : spock:/home/bwinfrey/tpaWc13-2/testrun/runl 
Run 2: spock:/home/bwinfrey/tpavt/cl3-2/testrun/run2 
rest Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B-464, "Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Results)." 
rest Evaluation (PasdFail): 
Wnl: Test 1: PASS Test 2: PASS 
3un2: Test 1: PASS Test 2: PASS 

Uotes: None 
~ _______ -~ -~ ~ 

rester: Brandi L. Winfrey mate: July 03, 2003- 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 

Make the following modifications to v0lcano.f and recompile TPA- 
w 

After the call to gsarea add: 
c blw - 6/3/3 added print statement for testing SVTP c13-2 

print t<<<c<<<<cccc area = I I area 

After the call to gsamtu add: 
c blw - 6/3/3 added print statements for testing SVTP c13-2 

print * I I <ccccc<ccc<c amtupersa = I amtupersa 
print l<cccc<c<c<cc average loading per subarea = I 

&c amtupersa / area 

After the call to qchitsa add: 
c blw - 6/3/3 added print statement fo r  testing SVTP c13-2 

print * I  t c c c c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  conduitarea = conduitarea 

After the calculation for amtuejected add: 
c blw - 6/3/3 added print statement fo r  testing SVTP c13-2 

print * I I c<cc<<<<c<<c amtue j ected = I I amtue j ected 

w Settings in tpa.inp 
VolcanoModel( 1 =Geometric,2=Distribution) = 1 
OutputMode = 1 
SelectAppendFiles = 6 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = 1 

Run 1: 
Change the following fpa.inp parameters to “constant” and set their values as follows: 

AngleOfVolcanicDikeMeasuredFromNorthClockwise[degrees] = 0.0 
LengthOfVolcanicDike[m] = 2000.0 
WidthOfVolcanicDike[m] = 1 .O 
DiameterOfVolcanicCone[m] = 24.6 

Run 2: 
Change the following tpa.inp parameters to “constant” and set their values as follows: 

AngleOfVolcanicDi keMeasuredFromNorthClockwise[degrees] = 1 5.0 
LengthOfVolcanicDike[m] = 11 000.0 
WidthOfVolcanicDike[m] = 10.0 
DiameterOfVolcanicCone[m] = 77.9 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
W 

Run 1: 
Test 1 : Inspect vo/cano.r/t for the mass of waste ejected during an eruption. Perform the 
calculation below and compare the two values. The test is passed if the numerical differences 
are less than 1 percent relative to the VOLCANO result. 

For the hand calculation, the values can be found in tpaouf (generated from the print 
statements added to vo/cano.ffor this test). Verify that amtupersa and from the new 
print statements are the same values as at the beginning of tpa.out 

REPOSITORY DESIGN INFORMATION 
Subarea Area Waste Number of WP 

# [mA2] [MTU] 
1 723591.3 11479.9 1455 
2 784763.0 12371.5 1568 

Let 
amtupersa 
conduitarea = 475.291 552561 60 [mA2]; Pi radiusA2 
area 

= 12371.520000000 [MTU]; amt of MTU waste in subarea 

= 784763.04659987 [mA2]; area of the subarea 

mass of waste ejected = amtuejected = amtupersa * conduitarea / area 
= 12371.520000000 * 475.291 552561 60 / 784763.04659987 
= 7.4928081 461 320 

mass of waste ejected from vo/cano.r/t = 7.4928E+00 

Test 2: Inspect tpaoutfor the average loading per subarea. The difference between the 
subareas should be less than 1.0e-2. 

<<<<<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<e<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<c<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<c<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<c<< average loading per subarea = 
< K C < < < < < < < < <  average loading per subarea = 

1.5865240768876D-02 
1.5764656673886D-02 
1.5663906522261D-02 
1.6191917563240D-02 
1.5827601325631D-02 
1.5803306186712D-02 
1.5545298436587D-02 
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<<<<<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 

’cr <<<<<<a<<<< average loading per subarea = 

1.6964338351634D-02 
1.1677646910281D-02 
1.2005708727705D-02 

Run 2: 
Test 1 : Inspect vo/cano.r/t for the mass of waste ejected during an eruption. Perform the 
calculation below and compare the two values. The test is passed if the numerical differences 
are less than 1 percent relative to the VOLCANO result. 

For the hand calculation, the values can be found in tpaout (generated from the print 
statements added to vo/cano.ffor this test). Verify that amtupersa and area from the 
new print statement are the same values as at the beginning of tpaout: 

<<<<<<<<<e<< amtupersa = 12371.520000000 
<<<<<<<<<<e< area = 784763.04659987 

REPOSITORY DESIGN INFORMATION 
Subarea Area Waste Number of WP 

# [mA2] [MTU] 
1 723591.3 11479.9 1455 
2 784763.0 12371.5 1568 

Let 
amtupersa = 12371.520000000 [MTU]; amt of MTU waste in subarea 
conduitarea = 4766.1 180687427 [mA2] ; Pi radiusA2 
area = 784763.04659987 [mA2]; area of the subarea 

mass of waste ejected = amtuejected = amtupersa * conduitarea / area 
= 12371.520000000 * 4766.1 180687427 / 784763.04659987 
= 75.1 3621 5020935 

mass of waste ejected from volcano.rlt = 7.51 36E+01 

Test 2: Inspect tpaoutfor the average loading per subarea. The difference between the 
subareas should be less than 1.0e-2. 

<<<<<<<<e<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<e<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<e<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<e< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<e<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<a<<< average loading per subarea = 

1 3865240768876D-02 
1 5764656673886D-02 
1 5663906522261 D-02 
1.61 91 91 7563240D-02 
1.5827601 325631 D-02 
1 58033061 8671 2D-02 
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<<<<<<<<<<<e average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<<<e average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 
<<<<<<<<<<<< average loading per subarea = 

1 5545298436587D-02 
1.6964338351 634D-02 
1.1 67764691 0281 D-02 
1.2005708727705D-02 

V 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 

Most of the changes that must be made to produce a early, pulse-like release of radionuclides 
are also described in the test procedure section of the SVTRs for test C9-3 (colloidal transport in 
the UZ) and CIO-5 (colloidal transport in the SZ). These changes are described in items 1 
through 6. The additional changes required specifically for assessing mass conservation are 
described in items 7 through 9 

%e 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

” 
8. 

9. 

IO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

Use a single subarea (set StartAtSubarea to 1 and StopAtSubarea to 1) 
Set the infiltration rate to a constant value that will force slow matrix flow in some of the 
UZ units (set ArealAverageMeanAnnuallnfiltrationAtStart[mm/yr] to its mean value of 8.5 
[try 0.5, 1.5, 15 mm/yr (matrix flow will depend on sampled permeability for matrix)]; 
MeanAnnualPrecipitationMultiplierAtGlacialMaximum to 1 ; 
MeanAnnualTemperaturelncreaseAtGlacialMaximum to 0.1 
Force all WP to be initial failures at time zero to allow a large, early pulse-like release of 
radionuclides if water enters the WP and exits using the flowthrough model (set 
InitialFailureTime to 0.; DefectiveFractionOfWPs/ceII to 1 .O; WaterContactMode-Initial to 

Remove the effect of the drip shield to allow water to enter the WP and thus ensure a 
large early release of radionuclides (set DripShieldTimeMark to 0.) 
Remove effect of invert so pulse release enters UZ directly (set InvertBypass to 1 .) 
Produce full set of At and .out files (set SelectAppendFiles to 0) 
Only track the transport of Tc99 through the UZ and SZ. Technitium-99 is very soluble 
(assumed 1 molar), has a long half life (213,000 years), and is unretarded under the 
geochemical conditions believed to exist in the Yucca Mountain environment. 
Remove or greatly minimize the effects of longitudinal dispersion in the saturated zone 
(set DispersionFraction-STFF and DispersionFraction-SAV to constant values of 1 XI 0-8) 
This makes transport through the SZ plug-like. 
Remove the effect of matrix diffusion in the tuff leg of the saturated zone transport flow 
path (set DiffusionRate-STFF to a constant value of 0.0). This prevents large quantities 
of Tc99 from being “stored in the immobile porosity of the fractured tuff aquifer. 
Set MaximumTime[yr] to 1 .Oe5 
Set OuputMode to 0 
Set RatioOfLastToFirstTimeSteplnCompliancePeriod to 1 00.0 
Set the rest of parameters to their basecase mean values 

1) 

Conservation of mass in the saturated zone tranmort. 

Run the TPA Version 5.0 code after making the changes described above. Extract the activity 
rate (Ci/yr) for Tc99 as a function of time from uzff.r/t and szff.r/f and place into an Excel 
spreadsheet similar to that shown in the table below. The TPA time value in entered in column 
A, the activity per year of Tc99 released from the UZ is entered in column B, and the activity per 
year of Tc99 released from the SZ is entered in column D. In columns C and E compute the 
total activity that has been released between the previous and current time from the UZ and SZ, 
respectively. The formula used for column C, in the third row is (82+B3)/2 * (A3-A2). If the travel 

V 
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time of Tc99 through the SZ is relatively rapid (less than 2,000 years), the long half-life of Tc99 
(213,000 years) will result in decay of less than 1% of amount of Tc99 during SZ transport. 
Therefore the value of the sum over column C from year 0 to year 100,000, whcih is the total 
activity leaving the UZ and entering the SZ, should very close to the value of the sum over 
column E from year 0 to year 100,000, which is the total activity of TC99 leaving the SZ. 

_ -  

Time 

I I A I B I C I D I E 1 - - - - I 

Mean Activity * Mean Activity * 
Tc99-uzFT Delta T for UZ TC99-SZFT Delta T for SZ 

1 
2 
3 

(Yr) (C i/y r) (Ci) (Ci/yr) (Ci) 
436 0 0.000000E+00 

4.48 E+02 0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+OO 0.000000E+OO 

I 

4 4.61 E+02 0.032301 2.068879E-01 O.OOOOOOE+OO 0.000000E+OO 
5 4.74 E+02 0.036862 0.45301 77 0.000000E+OO 0.000000E+OO 
6 4.88E+02 0.04091 7 0.521 5082 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 
7 5.01 E+02 0.045068 0.590287 0 0 
8 51 5 4.601 400E-02 6.39851 1 E-01 0.000000E+00 0 
9 5.30 E+02 3.857400E-02 6.077648 E-0 1 0.000000E+00 0 
10 5.44E+02 3.095900E-02 5.11 41 52E-01 0.000000E+OO 0 
11 5.59E+02 2.31 6600E-02 4.07561 3E-01 0.000000E+OO 0 
12 5.75E+02 1.800400E-02 3.1 721 48E-01 0.000000E+OO 0.000000E+00 
13 5.91 E+02 1.282400E-02 2.430788E-01 0.000000E+00 0 
14 6.07E+02 7.522800E-03 1.640969E-01 0.000000E+OO 0 
15 I 6.23E+02, 5.4396OOE-03, 1.070694E-01 I 2.93360OE-08, 2.4231 54E-07, 
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16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

6.40E+02 3.756300E-03 7.770535E-02 4.632800E-05 0.000391 72 
6.58E+02 2.041 600E-03 5.01 51 83E-02 9.848900E-05 1.252667E-03 
6.75E+02 1.538300E-03 3.1 70001 E-02 1.601 900E-03 1.505694E-02 

, 6.93E+02 1.023200E-03 2.31 9438E-02 5.271 900E-03 0.06224226 
7.12E+02 6.1 52700E-04 1.51 9681 E-02 9.3871 00E-03 0.1 359622A 



Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
'1crf 

The difference in the total activity entering the SZ (sum over column C from 0 to 100,000 years) 
and the total activity leaving the SZ (sum over column E from 0 to 100,000 years) should be less 
than or equal to 1 percent. 
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Test Results (Notes) 

b+ TPA assumes the volcanic event occurs in subarea 2. For the mass of waste ejected from 
subarea 2 to be generalized for all subareas it is important that they have the same average 
loading. A noticeable difference will be seen for subareas 9 &lo because the last drift is not 
completely filled. This is ok because it tends towards a conservative estimate. 
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Test ID 
c13-3 



S O W A R E  VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 58 I Project #: 20.06001.01.1 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.01 

Test ID: C13-3 I Test Series Name: VOLCANO 
~ 

Test Method 

code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that the number magma induced waste package 
failures remains constant with variable geometric model parameters when the volcano mode 
is set to distribution and the distribution parameters are held constant. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): Sun-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 4.2 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page 8-473, “Test 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].” 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: See attachment on page B-474, “Test 
Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test).” 

Test Procedure: Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST $HOME/tpavt/codeSOl i 
>s e te nv T PA-T E ST $ H 0 M E/t pavt/cod e50 1 /so I a p ps/c n w ra/A-t pa5.0 i 
> tpa. e> t pa. out 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C13-3). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: Inspect wpsfail.res for number of magma-induced 
failures (#igact). Verify that the number remains constant for all realizations and that the 
number equals the NumberOf MagmalnducedMechanical FailuresRemaining I nDrift = 1 0.0. 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): Pass 

Notes: None 

Tester: Oleg Povetko I Date: 07/1/2003 

W 
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Text Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
V 

Settings in fpa.inp VolcanoModel( 1 =Geometric,2=Distribution) = 2 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = 1 
NumberOfRealizations = 3 
StopAtRealization = 3 
Fraction Of f  i meVol can i c Eve n t I s Ext rus ive = 0 

Change the following parameters to “constant” and set their values as follows: 
TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOflnterest[yr] = 100 
NumberOfWPsEntrainedByEjecta[] = 50 
NumberOfMagmalnducedMechanicalFailuresRemaininglnDrift[ = 1 0.0 
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Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test) 
L.lr. 

Assume basecase files with 10 subareas specified and the Distribution model selected. Use the 
default values for the geometric parameters dike angle 
(AngleOfVolcanicDikeMeasuredFromNorthClockwise[degrees]), dike width, 
(WidthOfVolcanicDike[m]), dike length( LengthOfVolcanicDike[m]), and volcanic cone diameter 
(DiameterOfVolcanicCone[ m]) . 
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Test ID 
C13-4 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

1 

SVTR#: 59 
Software Name: TPA IVersion: 5.0i 
Test ID: C13-4 

0 code inspection spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

0 hand calculation 
Test Objective: This test will take the mass of waste ejected for extrusive volcanism over 
100 realizations, and compare it against the number of waste packages entrained, sampled 2 
a beta distribution. A comparison of histogram plots for 10 bins of the ejected mass should 
show a qualitative agreement with the beta distribution of waste packages entrained. 

I Project #: 20.06002.01.1 13 

ITest Series Name: VOLCANO 

‘pel, 

Test Method 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setu 
Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOEK 

- 
Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 4.2 
Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page 8-477, ‘Text 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].” 
Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase files with 10 
subareas specified. 
Test Procedure: Edit tpahp according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/bwinfrey/tpavt/code 
>setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/bwinfrey/tpavt/code 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Create a histogram plot with 10 bins ranging from 1 to 140 waste packages for entrained 
waste package results reported in wpentraineddat. 
Create a histogram plot with 10 bins ranging from 0 to 1000 MTU for ejected mass results 
reported in amtuejected. dat. 

Test Results 
Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-Cd-C10 - C16\C14-1\C13-4) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest), 
Test Criterion or Expected Results: Histogram plots for 10 bins of the ejected mass will be 
visually inspected for qualitative agreement with a beta distribution of 1 .O, 150.0, 1 .O, 2.0 for 
entrained waste packages. The values in amtuejected.dat should match the numbers for 
ejected mass found in volcano.rlt. 
Test Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 
Notes: 

IITester: Brandi L. Winfrey IDate: July 03, 2003 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
w 

Settings in tpainp 
VolcanoModel( 1 -Geometric,2=Distribution) = 2 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = 1 
OutputMode(O=None,l =AII,2=UserDefined) = 1 
SelectAppendFiles = 6 
NumberOfRealizations = 100 

Add the following lines to volcano.f and recompile: 

To the declaration section, add the following: 

c blw 6/11/3 added variables for SVTP c13-4 
logical lexist 
integer iunitwp 
integer iunitmtu 
integer istatus 
save iunitwp 
save iunitmtu 

c blw 6/11/3 added external functions for SVTP c13-4 IC, 

integer igetunitnumber 
external igetunitnumber 
integer zportsh 
external zportsh 

The first time the subroutine is called, (in the loop "if (ikey .ne. 30231)") add the following: 

c blw - 6/11/3 if files exist on first call, remove them for SVTP c13-4 
inquire( file='wpentrained.dat', EXIST=lexist) 
if (lexist) then 

istatus = zportsh('rm wpentrained.dat') 
end if 
inquire( file='amtuejected.dat', EXIST=lexist) 
if (lexist) then 

end if 

iunitwp = igetunitnumber('vo1cano ') 

istatus = zportsh('rm amtuejected.dat') 

c blw - 6/11/3 added two new files to write test data for SVTP c13-4 
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i u nit m t u = ig e t u n it n u m be r ('volcano 
open(iunitwp, file= 'wpentrained.dat', status= 'NEW') 
open(iunitmtu, file= 'amtuejected.dat', status= 'NEW') 

I )  

Line 373, which reads "amtuejected = amtuperwp * wpentrained", is contained in a do loop. 
Immediately after line 373 add the following lines: 

c blw - 6/6/3 added print statements for testing SVTP c13-4 
write(iunitwp,*) wpentrained 
write(iunitmtu,*) amtuejected 
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Test ID 
C13-5 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 61 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: C13-5 I Test Series Name: VOLCANO 

Test Method 

code inspection 
output inspection 

0 hand calculation 

181 spreadsheet 
graphical 
comDarison with external code results 

Test Objective: This test will verify that sampling of the number of failed waste packages 
due to magma intrusion passed by VOLCANO matches the expected distribution type 
(lognormal). 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Begin with tpameans.out, then set: 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag[yes=l ,no=O] = iflag, 1 
VolcanoModel[l =Geometric,2=Distribution] = iflag, 2 
NumberOfMagmalnducedMechanicalFailuresRemaininglnDri~[] = loguniform, 1 .O, 1 402.0 
NumberOfRealizations = iconstant, 100 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase files (with igneous 
activity) with 10 subareas specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page 8-481, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C13-1\C13-5) and CD #6 
(tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B- 482, “Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 

Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail): PASS 

Notes: None 

Tester: Michael A. Smith Date: 7-6-03 
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Text Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
'yslrr 

Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /solapps/cnwra/A-tpa5.0j 
>set en v T PA-D ATA /so I a p ps/cn w ra/A-t pa5.0 j 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Transfer magma induced WP failures for each of the 100 realizations from wpsfail.res to cells 
B5:B104 in C13-5x1s. Past experience with the TPA code has shown that 100 realizations is 
sufficient for this type of qualitative check. The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (C13-5x1s) creates 
a histogram plot for 10 time bins, as required by the software validation test description for test 
C13-5. The sampled range for NumberOfMagmalnducedMechanicalFailuresRemaininglnDri~~ is 
1 to 1,402, so 10 equal times bins were set as: 10-141.1, 141.1-281.2, 281.2-421.3, 421.3- 
561.4, 561.4-701.5, 701 5841.6, 841.6-981.7, 981.7-1121.8, 1121.8-1261.9, and 1261.9-1402.0. 
As a check of the histogram plot spreadsheet, verify that cells M5:M104 each contain a value of 
1 and that cell M105 contains a value of 100, showing that each realization contributes one 
value to a bin. Also verify that the minimum and maximum values for 
NumberOfMagmalnducedMechanicalFailuresRemaininglnDri~[] (reported in cells B107:B108) fall 
within the expected range (1 to 1,402). 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 

20 

Visually inspect the histogram plot for qualitative agreement with the expected distribution for the 
NumberOfMagmalnducedMechanicalFailuresRemainingInDri~[] parameter (lognormal). 

For convenience, the histogram plot is pasted below: 

rn mgm-induced WP f ailures 

Hstogram Plot for magmainduced WP failures 
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Test ID 
C13-6 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 62 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 
~~~ 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: C13-6 I Test Series Name: VOLCANO 

Test Method 
~~~~~ 

0 code inspection 
ria output inspection 
17 hand calculation 

~ ~ ~~ 

spreadsheet 

comparison with external code results 
0 graphical 

Test Objective: This test will verify that extrusive igneous event doses are relatively 
insensitive to the subarea of the eruption. 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Begin with tpameans.out, then set: 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag[yes=l ,no=O] = iflag, 1 
VolcanoModel[ 1 =Geometric,2=Distribution] = iflag, 2 
SubareaOfVolcanicEvent[] = (sequentially set to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 for 10 
separate runs of the TPA code. 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase files (with igneous 
activity) with 10 subareas specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-485, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure).” 

Test Res u Its 

Location: See attached CD 34 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C13-1\C13-6) and CD #6 
(tpa50val test). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page 6-486, “Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 

Notes: None 
~~~ ~~ 

Tester: Michael A. Smith I Date: 7-6-03 
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Text Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 

Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /solapps/cnwralA-tpa5.0j 
>setenv TPA-DATA /solapps/cnwra/A-tpa5.0j 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Transfer TEDE(mrem/yr) for each of the subareas (1 through 10) from totdose.res to cells 
C8:L208 in C13-6.xls. The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (C13-6.xls) calculates the percent 
difference between the dose results for each of the subareas compared to the dose results for 
subarea 2, as required by the software validation test description for test C13-6. The percent 
differences are reported in cells P8:Y208 and the minimum and maximum percent differences 
are reported in cells Y3:Y4. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
'ylrrrf 

The minimum and maximum percent difference from each of the subareas and subarea 2 should 
not exceed a factor of 2 (200%). The minimum and maximum percent differences are reported 
in cell Y3:Y4. The minimum percent difference is -21.3% and the maximum percent difference is 
56.2%, both within the factor of 2 criteria (200%). 
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Test ID 
C14-1 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 63 
Software Name: TPA 

I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 
I Version: 5.0i 

Test ID: C14-1 

code inspection: spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 
hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that (1) TPA code properly transfers input data to the 
files ashplume.in and infile.ash, and (2) the tpa code properly transfers results in the 
ashplume.out file to the ashout.res file. 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUN, Ultra-5 
Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 4.2 
Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page 8-489, “Test 
Environmental Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].” 
Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: use the results of two realizations for 
test purposes (realization #s 64 and 275 - were selected randomly) and perform the 
calculation for subarea two and the user specified distribution for number of waste packages 
and the geometric option for the number of waste packages. 
lest Procedure: See attachment on page B-492, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

I Test Series Name: ASHPLUMO 
Test Method 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Test Results 
Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C14-l\c14-1) and CD #6 
(tpa50valtest). 
rest Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B-492, “Test Results 
[Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 
rest Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 
Notes: None 
rester: Brandi Winfrey I Date: 7-02-03 
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Test Environmental Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
h@f 

There will be four runs: 
1 Vector 64 Distribution 
2 Vector 64 Geometric 
3 Vector 275 Distribution 
4 Vector 275 Geometric 

in tpa.inp, use base case settings, set for direct release only; specify 400 realizations: 
DirectReleaseOnlyFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = 1 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = 1 

NumberOfRealizations = 400 
StartAtRealization = 64 (275 for runs 3 and 4) 
StopAtRealization = 64 (275 for runs 3 and 4) 
OutputMode(O=None,l =A11,2=UserDefined) = 1 
SelectAppendFiles = 0 

VolcanoModel( 1 =Geometric,2=Distribution) = 2 (1 for the runs 2 and 4) 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
V 

Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above and select the realization ## and vector to test. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/bwinfrey/tpavt/code 
>setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/bwinfrey/tpavt/code 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

(1) Print out and compare the samplpar.hdr and samplpar.res to the ashplume.in and the 
infile.ash; comparison of most parameters will be a direct comparison to verify that the tpa.inp 
file is the same as the value used in the ashplumo input files, however, a few of the parameters 
in the tpa.inp file are manipulated in ashplumo and a different parameter appears in the 
ashplumo input files - thus a separate hand calculation is necessary to verify these values. 
Parameters requiring separate calculations (these calculations will use EXCEL): 

infile.as h: 

column height is determined by a calculation that uses the sampled value 
VolcaniEventPower[w: H = 0.0082*Power**0.25 

total mass of fuel is determined by either geometric considerations (conduit diameter sampled 
in tpa.inp and the MTU per acre for the subarea calculated by the code) or the user supplied 
number of packages (number of waste packages and MTU per waste package provided in 
tpa.inp and ): 

Lr, 

total mass of fuel (user supplied option): 
MTU = #of waste packages * MTU per waste package 

total mass of fuel (geometric option): 
MTU = MTU/acre (for the subarea of interest) *3.14*(diameter of conduit/2)**2 

[note: area in square meters is divided by 4047 to convert to acres; MTU is multiplied by one 
million to convert to grams; and the MTU, number of waste packages, and the area for each 
subarea is provided at the beginning of each tpa simulation] 

eruption velocity is determined by a series of calculations the utilize tpa.inp values for the 
minimum and maximum ash density and the previously calculated column height described 
above. 

Height of Column (as determined above): H = 0.0082*power**2 
Mass Ejection Rate: Q = 1000*(H/0.24)**4 
Average Ash Density: AveDen = (min. ash dens. + max. ash dens.)/2 
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Intermediate calculation: rlog = -2.069 + LOG1 O(AveDen) + 0.27435*LOGI O(Q) 
Intermediate calculation: vrad = 1 O**rlog 
Eruption Velocity = Q/(AveDen*3.141 fi*(vrad*l00)**2) 

V 

as hdume. in 

X direction and Y direction for estimating ash deposition - based on compliance location and 
wind direction, thus a compliance location of 18 km and wind direction of due south becomes a 
X direction of 0 and a Y direction of -18. 

Total mass of fuel is derived the same as explained under infile.ash 

lower limit on column and minimum ash deposition are hard-wired in ashp1umo.f to be le-3 
and 1 e-1 0, respectively 

(2) Print out and compare the ashplume.out file to the ashout.res file - comparison of output 
values involves a direct comparison to verify that the tpa code properly transfers the results of 
the asp1umo.f module to the ashout.res. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
bf 

(1) Testina for ashDlume.in and infile.ash 
The following values should compare to a high degree of precision - no more than a 0.01% 
difference for direct comparison and 0.1 % for calculated values. 
Total mass of fuel, eruption velocity and column height from infi/e.ash should equal hand 
calculations. Total mass of fuel (9) and incorporation ratio should be equal in ashp1urne.h and 
infile.ash. 

total mass of fuel incorporation ratio 
infile.ash = 0.51 77E+08 
ashplume.in = 0.51 8E+08 

infile.ash = 0.3000E+00 
ashplume.in = 0.300E+00 

total mass of fuel incorporation ratio 
infile.ash = 0.3000E+00 
ashplume.in = 0.300E+00 

infile.ash = 0.2638E+08 
ashplume.in = 0.264E+08 

total mass of fuel incorporation ratio 
infile.ash = 0.3000E+00 
ashplumeh = 0.300E+00 

infile.ash = 0.9529E+09 
ashplumeh = 0.953E+09 

total mass of fuel incorporation ratio 
infile.ash = 0.3000E+00 
ashplume.in = 0.300E+00 

infile.ash = 0.1 351 E+08 
ashplumeh = 0.1 35E+08 

(2) Testina for ashDlume.out and ashout.res 
The following values should compare to a high degree of precision - no more than a 0.01% 
difference for this direct comparison. 
The parameter xash (glcmA2) in ashp/ume.out should equal ashdens (g/cmA2) in ashoutres. 
The parameter xfuel (g/cmA2) in ashp/ume.out should equal sfdens (g/cmA2) in ashoutres. 
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xash(g/cmA2) = 0.181 2E+00 ashdens(g/cmA2) = 1.81 20E-01 
W xfuel(g/cmA2) = 0.1 648E-05 sfdens(g/cmA2) = 1.6480E-06 

xash(glcmA2) = 0.2524E+OO 
xfuel(g/cmA2) = 0.1 795E-05 

as hdens(glcmA2) = 2.5240E-0 1 
sfdens(gkmA2) = 1.7950E-06 

xash(g/cmA2) = 0.181 2E+00 
xfuel(g/cmA2) = 0.3033E-04 

ashdens(glcmA2) = 1.8120E-01 
sfdens(g/cmA2) = 3.0330E-05 

xash(g/cmA2) = 0.2524E+OO 
xfuel(glcmA2) = 0.91 92E-06 

ashdens(gkmA2) = 2.5240E-01 
sfdens(g/cmA2) = 9.1 920E-07 
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Test ID 
C14-2 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 64 I Project #: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0g 

Test ID: C14-2 I Test Series Name: ASHPLUME 

Test Method 

0 code inspection 
output inspection 

EJ hand calculation 

spreadsheet 
0 graphical 
EI comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: Account for ash and fuel entering volcano by integrating areal depositions. 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUN Ultra 10 nmssl6, Dell PC room T7F8 and SUNW, 
Ultra-4, "SPOCK" 

Software: Sun OS, F90 compiler, S-Plus, MATHCAD 2000 and SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): ashp/ume.out, ashp/ume.in, infileash with 
TPA settings activated for volcanism and direct-release only flags for extrusive volcanism. 
See attachment on page 8-496, "Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, 
Mode Settings)]." 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume the ASHPLUME model will 
account for all ash and fuel leaving the volcano, and there are no sinks for fuel and 
ash loss. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page 8-503, "Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure).'' 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-ClO - C16\C14-2) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: The integrated depositions of fuel and ash should 
match the input masses of fuel and ash to within 10%. 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): Pass. 

Notes: See attachment on page B- 503, "Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure)." 

Testers: Richard Codell and Rob Rice I Date: 7/17/03 and 7/25/03 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
W 

The TPA5.0g code was run with the sample input for one Monte Carlo vector. The relevant 
parameters for the ASHPLUME code are described in Table 1 below, which is taken directly 
from the beginning of an output table from the code. 

Table 1 - Parameters for ASHPLUME 

ASHPLUME version 1.1 output file 
iseed= 10 
realization n um ber 1 
wind direction (deg) -90.0000 
log- std dev 1 .oooo 
event duration (s) 0.5089E+06 
event power (W) 0.3266E+12 
vent exit velocity (cm/s) 1406.0000 

eddy diff. constant (cm2/s5/2) 400.0000 
incorporation ratio 0.3000 

total fuel mass available (9) 

In it ial integration 

air density (g/cc) 0.1290E-02 

fuel particle median log-diam -3.0000 
0.6343 E+08 

w 

Run started: Tue Jul 15 17:09:32 2003 
Very fine area right around vent rbc 7/15/03 

mean particle diameter (cm) 0.0593 
column ht (km) 6.1 990 
ash mass (9) 0.2265E+15 
beta 10.0000 
particle shape parameter 0.5000 
air viscosity (g/cm-s) 0.1 800E-03 

wind speed (cm/s) 1299.0000 

size cutoff (cm) 10.0000 
fuel particle minimum log-diam -4.0000 
fuel particle maximum log-diam -2.0000 

A grid of points surrounding the volcanic vent was laid out and the ASHPLUME code was 
executed to generate ash and fuel deposits. The grid had a spacing of 2 km in the x direction 
(perpendicular to plume direction) and 2.45 km in the y direction (parallel to plume). It stretched 
for -20 to +20 km perpendicular to the plume and 0 to -50 km parallel to the plume. This seems 
to capture the majority of the deposits. All of these calculations used the Mathcad 2000 
program, and the output of these calculations is attached (file ashplume1.mcd). The area under 
the plume was calculated by developing a two-dimensional cubic spline function and performing 
a double integral of the function. The integration yielded a total of 1.478E14 grams of ash. The 
input quantity of ash was 0.2265E15 grams, so the recovery was only 65.2%. A similar 
integration of fuel yielded a recovery of 72.3%. 

Refined calculations 

Subsequent analyses attempted to refine the estimate. One possibility was that some of the 
plume went behind or upwind of vent, so the grid was extended upwind. Another possibility was 
that locations close to the vent would account for the greatest ash deposition, so the grid in this 
area should be finer. 

In order to accommodate both a coarse grid for the large area and a fine grid close to the vent, 
a Fortran program ashnn.f given in Figure 1 was developed for ash deposition, and a similar w 
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program ashnnf.f for fuel deposition. These programs perform a fine scale integration of a 
symmetrical plume by interpolating an ash or fuel deposition from a spatial, irregular grid of 
points produced by ASHPLUME. First, establish a regular, fine grid encompassing the plume. 
For the center of each rectangular grid cell, get an interpolated ash deposition value from the 
irregular grid of points from ASHPLUME using the “nearest neighbor” approach. This was 
accomplished by calculating the distance between the center of the grid cell and all of the 
ASHPLUME points, and then selecting the closest 3 points. The interpolated value of deposition 
was then calculated using inverse square weighting of the 3 points; Le., the weight of each of 
the three points was proportional to the inverse of the squared distance from that point to the 
center of the grid cell. This procedure was repeated for all grid cells in the fine grid. 

blf 

The results from this procedure yielded an ash recovery of 64.3% and a fuel recovery of 70.7%, 
which is close to the original estimate. Therefore, it does not appear that the concerns about 
fineness of the grid or upwind deposition was responsible for the descrepancy. 

Integration limits on ASHPLUME 

One possible explanation for the discrepancy between the input and recovered amounts of ash 
and fuel is the outer integration limits for the Suzuki model shown in Equation 2-1 of the 
ASHPLUME model report (Jarzemba, 1997). The outer integral integrates over the minimum to 
maximum particle diameter limits set in the input file. The minimum diameter is essentially zero, 
lo-’ cm, but the upper limit is 10 cm. For this run, the geometric mean diameter was 0.0593 cm, 
and the log,, standard deviation was 1 .O. The cumulative distribution of the lognormal function 
from 0 to 10 cm would be 0.98.7; Le., the equation integrates only over 98.7% of the possible 
ash mass. This is slightly lower than loo%, but does not explain the large difference with the 
recovered ash and fuel amounts. - 
Conclusions from Preliminary Analyses 

The ASHPLUME model does not appear to preserve the mass of ash and fuel inputted to the 
code for the conditions tested. The best estimate of ash and fuel recovery were 64.3% and 
70.7%, respectively. There are several possible reasons for the low ash and fuel recovery 
including the explanations discussed previously, coding error, and grid spacing and dimensions. 

Additional analyses was conducted to evaluate grid spacing and dimensions. The test 
procedure for this analyses is provided below. 
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Test Procedure for Additional Testing 
w 

1. Using the ashplume input files infile.ash and ashplume-in from the preliminary testing, run 
the ASHPLUME.E code with a grid expanded to -40 to Okm (x-direction) and -90 to 1Okm 
(y-direction) and a grid spacing of 1 km (note: this is a decrease in grid spacing from 2km 
to 1 km and increase in the model area from -20 to Okm and -50 to Okm) 

2. Continue with expanded grids for four other areas: -40 to Okm (x-direction) and -100 to 

(x-direction) and -120 to -1lOkm (y-direction); and -40 to Okm (x-direction) and -220 to 
-90km (y-direction); -40 to Okm (x-direction) and -11 0 to -100km (y-direction); -40 to Okm 

-1 20km (y-direction). 

3. Utilize an EXCEL spreadsheet to compute the total mass of fuel and ash in the 
ashp/ume.out file using an computing the average masdunit area in a 1 km grid block and 
multiplying by the area (1 e l  0 cm2/km2) and then doubling this value because of 
symmetry. 

4. Compare integrated outputs for fuel and mass to the input values of fuel and mass and 
determine whether the Test Criterion or Expected Results are met. 

5. To evaluate the consistency of the approaches, compare results with the same grid (i.e., 
a grid 2 spacing of 2km and dimensions of -20 to Okm and -50 to Okm) to verify the 
EXCEL spreadsheet computations are equivalent to the integration method used in the 
preliminary analyses. W 

Reference 

Jarzemba, M, P. LaPlante, K. Poor, “ASHPLUME version 1.0 - a code for contaminated ash 
dispersal and deposition”, CNWRA 97-004, Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses, San 
Antonio, TX, February 1997 

Figure 1 - ashnn.for computer code 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C w 

program ashnn 
integration of ash plume total deposition 
using nearest neighbor with random locations for 
ash densities rbc 7/15/03 
variables in code 
x,y = location of points of ash deposition, 

ashden = ash deposit density, gm/cmA2 
fuelden = fuel deposit density, gm/cmA2 
xnn,ynn = 3 nearest neighbors to an integration point 
wt = weights for each nearest neighbor 

with respect to vent, km 
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C 

V 

1 

C 

C 

200 

C 

C 

C 

* C 

C 

real x(6000), y( 6000) ,as hden( 6000) ,f uelden (6000) 
real xs(6000) ,ys(6000) ,ashds(6000),fueIds(6000) 
rea I x n n (3), y n n (3), d 2 n n (3), w (3), w t (3) 
real d2(6000),d2s(6000),ashdnn(3),fueldnn(3) 
open (1 ,f ile='as htot. dat') 
open (2,file='as hsave. tmp') 
i=O 
continue 
i=i+l 
read the location, ash and fuel density from ASHPLUME 

read ( 1 , * , end=200) x( i) , y (i) ,as hden (i) , f uelden (i) 
go to 1 
continue 
npts=i-1 
max and minimum of x for plume, km. Just half of symmetric plume here 
xmin=O 
xmax=25 
number of x locations for fine grid integration 
nx=200 
max an min of y direction for plume, km 
ymin=-50 
ymax=lO 
number of y locations for fine grid integration 
ny=200 
start nearest neighbor procedure 
sum=0 
the x,y increments and the area of a patch for fine grid integration 
dx=(xmax-xmi n)/nx 
d y=( y max-y m i n)/nx 
darea=dx*dy 
write(6,*) 'dx,dy,darea=',dx,dy,darea 
start fine points grid 
I=O 
do j=l,nx 

xp=(j- 1 )*dx+xmin+dx/2 
do i=l,ny 

yp=(i-l)*dy + ymin+dy/2 
1=1+1 
do k=l,npts 
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C 

W 

C 

C 

C - C 

C 

1 

C 

C 
U 

calculate distances 
d2( k)=(xp-x( k))**2+(yp-y( k))**2 

end do 
sort the distances and pick the 3 nearest neighbors 
do k=l,npts 

d2s(k)=d2(k) 
XS( k)=x( k) 
Y s (k) =Y (k) 
as h d s ( k) =as h d e n ( k) 
fuelds(k)=fuelden(k) 

end do 
call sort2(npts,d2s,xs,ys,ashds,fuelds) 
pick the three nearest neighbors 
do k=1,3 

d2nn(k)=d2s(k) 
xnn(k)=xs(k) 

as hd n n ( k) =as hds (k) 
fueldnn(k)=fuelds(k) 

Y nn (k) =Y S(k) 

end do 
calculate the weighted average from 3 nearest neighbors 
using inverse square distance 
do k=1,3 

if (d2n n ( k) . g t . 0 . 0) then 
w(k)=l.O/d2nn(k) 

else 
w(k)=l .Oe20 

end if 
end do 
do k=1,3 

wt(k)=w(k)/(w( 1 )+~(2)+~(3))  
end do 

ashe=wt( 1 )*ashdnn( 1 )+wt(2)*ashdnn(2) 
+ wt (3)*as hdnn( 3) 
write( 2, '( i5,2f 9.3 ,e 1 3.3)') I, xp, yp ,as he 

cumash=cumash+ashe 

the ash deposition for the grid cell 

accumulate the ash 

end do 
end do 
convert the sum to grams, and use factor of 2 for symmetric plume 
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cumash=cumash*2el O*darea 
write(6,*) 'cumash = ', cumash 
stop 
end 

SUB ROUT1 NE SORT2( N, RA, RB,rc, rd, re) 
C 

C using the same order 
sort RA from largest to smallest, and resort RB, RC, RD 

real RA( 6000), RB( 6000), rc(6000), rd(6000), 
1 re(6000) 
L=N/2+1 
IR=N 

i o  CONTINUE 
IF(L.GT. 1 )THEN 

L=L-1 
RRA=RA( L) 
RRB=RB(L) 

rrc=rc( I) 
rrd=rd( I )  
rre=re( I )  

ELSE 
R RA=RA( I R) 
RRB=RB( IR) 

r rc= rc ( i r) 
rrd=rd( ir) 
rre=re( i r) 

RA(IR)=RA(l) 
RB(IR)=RB(l) 

rc( ir)=rc( 1 ) 
rd( i r)= rd( 1 ) 
re(ir)=re( 1) 

IRZIR-1 
IF( IR.EQ. 1 )THEN 

RA(l)=RRA 
RB(1 )=RRB 

rc( 1 )=rrc 
rd( l)=rrd 
re( 1 )=rre 

RETURN 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
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I=L 
J=L+L W 

20 IF( J.LE. I R)THEN 
I F( J . LT. I R)THEN 

ENDIF 
IF(RRA.LT.RA(J))THEN 

I F ( R A( J ) . LT. R A( J + 1 )) J = J + 1 

RA( I)=RA(J) 
R B ( I)= R B( J) 

rc( i)=rc(j) 
rd( i)=rd(j) 
re( i)=re (j) 

I=J 
J=J+J 

ELSE 

ENDIF 
GO TO 20 
ENDIF 
RA( I)=RRA 
RB( I)=RRB 

J=lR+l 

w rc( i )= r rc 
rd (i)=rrd 
re (i)  = r re 

GO TO 10 
END 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) - 
Integration of Volcanic Plume for Ash and Fuel Recovery 

Introduction 

The purpose of this test was to simulate the round-surface ash and fuel deposition from a 

computing the areal ash and fuel densities. The TPA Code Version 5.0g with volcanism 
activated was utilized to generate the ASHPLUME input file parameters. This report describes 
the test procedure, the TPA simulation used to determine these ASHPLUME input parameters, 
and the integration methods developed to compute the ash and fuel deposition associated with 
the plume. 

extrusive volcanic event with the ASHPLUM l! code and determine whether mass is conserved in 

In the preliminary analyses, the ASHPLUME code from the TPA Code Version 5.0g was used 
and the ash and fuel deposition integrated to estimate how much of the input ash and fuel was 
recovered. The presumption was that the ASHPLUMEmodel would conserve the mass of ash 
and fuel, so that all ash and fuel leaving the volcanic vent would be recovered on the ground. 

Additional analyses were conducted with the ASHPLUME code from the TPA Code Version 
5.0m because the preliminary results did not meet the Test Criterion or Expected Results 
described in the SVTR that accompanies this report. An expanded grid and EXCEL 
spreadsheet calculations equivalent to the integration methods employed in the preliminary 
analyses were used in the additional analyses. The approach of the additional analyses is to 
model a larger fuel and ash deposition area that is not modeled in the preliminary analyses and 
thus capture a greater mass of the fuel and ash to meet the 10% maximum error in the mass 
balance as required in the Test Criterion or Expected Results of the SVTR for this test. 

Test Procedure for Preliminary Testing 
V 

1. Run a representative ashplume case from a sampled data set. Use the first vector of a 
data set, and a few additional cases can be run , if necessary. 

2. Using the input files infileash and ashplume.in that are generated in the Monte Carlo run 
for the chosen vector, re-run the ASHPLUME.E code after modifying the file ashplumeh 
to generate a grid of reference points down-wind of the volcano. 

3. At each reference point, ASHPLUME.E will calculate an areal ash density and fuel 
density in grams/cm*2. 

4. Read output into code S-Plus, MATHCAD, and EXCEL to perform an areal integration of 
the ash and fuel. Use simple integration schemes or, if necessary, fit a smooth surface or 
splines to surfaces. Also, construct FORTRAN codes for performing integration, if 
necessary. 

5. Compare integrated outputs for fuel and mass to the input values of fuel and mass. 
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Test ID 
C14-3 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

W 

W 

~ ~~~ 

SVTR#: 65 I Project #: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Software Name: TPA 1 Version: 5.0h 

Test ID: C14-3 I Test Series Name: ASHPLUMO 

Test Method 

0 code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 
hand calculation 0 comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: This test will test the behavior of the fuel incorporation model to verify that 
a the presence of large particles of fuel will reduce the amount of fuel deposited at the 
compliance location. 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUN, Ultra-5 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): use basecase settings except for 
(1) increase the fuel particle size by a factor of 100, (2) run direct release only; (3) set the 
event time to 100 years; (4) set volcano flag to yes; (5) specify 400 realizations 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: use the results of two realizations for 
test purposes (realization #s 63 and 254 - were selected randomly) 

Test Procedure: Edit tpainp according to the setup above and perform 4 simulations: 
namely for both realizations run the code using the basecase values and the larger fuel 
sizes. A comparison is made with the ashout.res file to determine that the density of fuel at 
the compliance location has been reduced. 

Test Results 

Location: /locall/tpa50f/VTc14-3 

rest Criterion or Expected Results: Values of fuel density between the basecase and the 
large fuel size case should be at least a factor of two different. 

rest Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 

Notes: Behavior was highly variable - one case was a factor of 5 different while the other 
was different by a factor of 4000 

rester: Tim McCartin Date: 7-25-03 
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Test ID 
c14-4 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 66 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0h 

Test ID: C14-4 I Test Series Name: ASHPLUMO 

Test Method 

0 code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that generally there is a simple relationship between the 
deposition of ash and the amount fuel deposited - Le. more ash more fuel. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUN, Ultra-5 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): use basecase settings except for (1) run 
direct release only; (2) set the event time to 100 years; (3) fix the number of waste 
packages entrained to 10, (4) set volcano flag to yes; (5) specify 400 realizations 

Assumptions, Constraints, andor Scope of Test: use the results of five realizations for 
test purposes (realization #s 90, 139, 183, 282, and 354 - were selected randomly) 

Test Procedure: Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above and perform 5 simulations and 
record the density of ash and fuel. 

~~~~~ 

Test Results 

Location: /locall ltpa50fNTcl4-4 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: Values of fuel density generally should increase with 
ash density. 

Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail): PASS 

Notes: None 

Tester: Tim McCartin I Date: 7-25-03 
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Test ID 
C15-1 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 67 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: C15-1 I Test Series Name: ASHRMOVO 

Test Method 

0 code inspection spreadsheet 
1x1 output inspection 0 graphical 
0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that the areal radionuclide concentrations in ash 
calculated in ASHRMOVO match expected results. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page B-510, ‘Test 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].” 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase files (with igneous 
activity) with 10 subareas specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page 8-51 1 , “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure).” 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-ClO - C16\C15-1) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B-512,“Test Results (Test 
Criterion or Expected Results).” 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 

Notes: None 

rester: Michael A. Smith I Date: 7-15-03 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
plsrr* 

Begin with tpameans.out, then set: 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = iflag, 1 
OutputMode(O=None, 1 =A11,2=UserDefined) = inconstant, 2 
SelectAppendFiles = iconstant, 13 (dcags.ech, dcags.rlt) 
TimeOfNextVolcanicEventinRegionOf Interest[yr] = constant, 1 03.52 

The following lines were added to ashrmov0.f after original line 438 to declare new variable for 
creating the new output file described below (Cl5-1 .dat): 

c mas 7/15/03 declaration for test C15-1 

c mas 7/15/03 
double precision C15-1 

The following lines were added to ashrmovo.f after original line 1032 to open/write header and 
data to new output file (Cl5-1 .dat) to store values for initial radionuclide concentrations in ash at 
the time of eruption for use in calculating expected concentrations at times following the igneous 
event: 

c mas 7/15/03 print inventory at toe for test C15-1 

w write(C15-1 ,'(A)')'' time(itoe) dn(itoeJ6) "// 
open(C15-1 ,f ile="C 1 5-1 .ciati' ,status="un known") 

& '' dn(itoe,l7) dn(itoe,l8)" 
write(C15-1,18) time(itoe),dn(itoe,l G),dn(itoe,l'/),dn(itoe,l8) 

18 format(4(x,lpel9.13)) 
c mas 7/15/03 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
W 

Copy source code for TPA to /home/msmith/tpa50jmodCl5~1. 

Edit ashrmovo.f according to the setup above. 
Edit tpainp according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC15~1 
>setenv TPA-DATA /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC15~1 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Transfer times and activity results (ciperm2gsatCP) from dcags.ech for Am-241 to cells 
BDlO:BD179 in C15-1 .XIS. 

To calculate the expected areal radionuclide concentrations in ash, several values need to be 
transferred from various TPA input and intermediate output files to cells B10:G46 in C15-1 .XIS. 

To calculate the expected areal radionuclide concentrations in ash, the initial radionuclide 
concentrations at the time of the igneous event must be copied from C15-1 .dat to cells 
AL1O:ANlO in C15-1 .XIS. 

This test will verify that the areal radionuclide concentrations in ash calculated in ASHRMOVO 
match expected results. The hand calculation for this check is complex so a representative 
radionuclide was selected for the verification. Am-241 was selected because (i) it is a short- 
lived, high-activity radionuclide that would be expected to have large dose consequences at 
early times and (ii) it is calculationally complex since it is the 3rd member of a radionuclide chain 
(Cm-245-Pu-241-Am-241). 

” 

The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (C15-1 .XIS) calculates the percent difference between the Am- 
241 areal surface concentration for each time following an igneous event compared to the 
expected areal surface concentration, as required by the software validation test description for 
test C15-1. The percent differences are reported in cells B110:B1179 and the minimum and 
maximum percent differences are reported in cells E3:E4. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
* 

The minimum and maximum percent difference between the TPA inhalation dose and the 
expected inhalation dose should not exceed 10%. The minimum and maximum percent 
differences are reported in cell E3:E4. The minimum percent difference is -0.0314% and the 
maximum percent difference is 0.0153%. This meets the 10% test criterion so the test passes. 

W 
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Test ID 
C16-1 
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S O M A R E  VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 68 I Project #: 20.06002.01 .I 13 
Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0i 

Test ID: C16-1 Test Series Name: DCAGS 
Test Method 

~~ 

EJ code inspection spreadsheet 
ra output inspection 0 graphical 
0 hand calculation 
Test Objective: This test will test the correct transfer of data to GENTPA through code 
inspection and examination of data files. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 
Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 4.2 
Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): 
Settings in tpa.inp 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = 1 
Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: N/A 
rest Procedure: See attachment on page B-515, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

OutputMode = 1 

Test Results 
Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C16-1) and CD #6 (tpa5Ovaltest). 
rest Criterion or Expected Results: Visual inspection of dcags. f and file comparisons 
should comply with the considerations listed under the Test Procedure above. 
rest Evaluation (Pass/Fail): Pass 
Notes: Other tests associated with C16-1 are described in SVTRs for tests C11-I b 
and C11-lc. 
rester: Brandi L. Winfrey I Date: July 08, 2003 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedures) 
V 

Edit tpa.inp according to the setup above. 

The rationale behind the next modifications is this. Dcags calls envin.e and env.e to create the 
file gemout. It does this for the current non-pluvial climate and then a second time for a pluvial 
climate. The problem is that on the second call, the first set of data in genv.out is overwritten by 
the second set. By un-commenting the lines listed below, both sets of data are appended to 
genv.cum and can then be used for comparisons in this test. On the same note, the lines in 
dcagw.f must be commented out because dcagwfcalls envine and e w e  after dcagsf and 
writes over the data we need. 

Edit dcagw.fas follows: Comment out the section that writes and appends to the file genv.cum. 
Edit dcags.fas follows: Uncomment the section that writes and appends to the file genwum. 

c blw 7/08/03 - SVTP C16-1 comment/un-comment append files 
cc 
C 
cc if (iselectappend .eq. 0 .or. iselectappend .eq. 19) then 
cc write( aline, '(A)') 'cat genv.out >> genv.cum' 
cc istatus=zportsh(aline) 
cc if( istatus .ne. 0 ) then 

W cc 
cc 
cc stop 
cc endif 
cc call clearchar(60,command) 
cc writ e ( command , ' ( A, I 4, A, I 2) ') 
cc & 'End of Realization # ',irl,' pluvial = ',ipluvial 
cc call clearchar(80,aline) 
cc write( aline,'(A,ASS,A)') 
cc & 'echo "',command,"' >> genv.cum' 
cc 
cc 
cc print *, ***>>> Error in Gentpa <<e*** I 
cc print *, ' trouble with: ',aline 
cc stop 
cc endif 
cc endif 
cc else 
cc if (( irl .ge. iappend-lower) .and. 
cc & (irl .le. iappend-upper)) then 

if ( iappendflag .eq. 1) then 
Reduce the size of the append files 

print *, ' ***>>> Error in Gentpa <<<*** ' 
print *, ' trouble with: ',aline 

istatus=zports h (a1 i ne) 
if( istatus .ne. 0 ) then 

W 
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cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 
cc 

W 

h w  

at 

al 

if (iselectappend .eq. 0 .or. iselectappend .eq. 19) then 
write( aline, '(A)') 'cat genv.out >> genv.cum' 
istatus=zportsh(aline) 
if( istatus .ne. 0 ) then 

print *, ' ***>>> Error in Gentpa e<<*** ' 
print *, ' trouble with: ',aline 
stop 

endif 
call clearchar(60,command) 

writ e ( co m man d , ' (A , I 4, A , 12) ') 
'End of Realization # ',irl,' pluvial = ',ipluvial 

call clearchar(80,aline) 
write ( al i ne, '( A, A38 , A)') 

istatus=zportsh(aline) 
if( istatus .ne. 0 ) then 

'echo "',command,"' >> genv.cum' 

print *, ' ***>>> Error in Gentpa <<e*** ' 
print *, ' trouble with: ',aline 
stop 

endif 
endif 

endif 
endif 

c blw 7/08/03 - SVTP Cl6-1 end comment/un-comment append files 

now run TPA 

>setenv TPA-TEST $HOM E/t paWcode5Oi 
>setenv TPA-DATA $HOME/tpavt/code5Oi 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Copy over tpa.inp with the file tpameans.out and re-run TPA. This will set all parameters in 
tpa.inp to their mean values. 

>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Perform a code inspection of module dcags.f. The following things should be considered: 
. 
. 
. 

Input parameters are correctly read in from tpa.inp 
The correct input data files for envin.e and e w e  are copied into the current directory 
Calls to gentpa, envin.e, env.8, and gentodcfare executed properly. 
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Perform an examination of data transfers from dcags.fto GENTPA with an Excel spreadsheet 
that calculates the DCFs found in output files gs-pb-addat, gs-cb-addat, gs-pb-ad.dat, and 
gs-cb-addat using values from gemout, ggfdf. dat, ggeniihp, gdefaukdef, and gnewdfdat. 

- Ensure the following input data files exist 
FILENAME.DAT, ggamen.dat, grmdlib.dat, ggrdf.dat ggeniis.def, gdefaulsdef, 
gftranssdef, gbioacl .dat, gdosinc2.dat, gnewdf .dat 

Output files from envine and e m e  
genv.out, ggenii.out, genv.in, gmedia.out, gwork. buf 
Output files from gentodcf, called by gentpa 
gs-cb-addat, gs-cb-ci.dat, gs-pb-ad.dat, gs-pb-ci.dat 

- Ensure the following output files exist: 
. 

. 

Note: The three nuclides used in the Excel spreadsheet were chosen because they are critical 
nuclides. 
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Test ID 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

’co 

Ir’ 

SVTR#: 69 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: C16-2 I Test Series Name: DCAGS 

Test Method 

0 code inspection IZI spreadsheet 
ra output inspection 0 graphical 
0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that the inhalation doses calculated in DCAGS match 
expected results. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Sofhivare (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page 8-520, “Test 
Environment Setup [input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings).” 

Assumptions, Constraints, andor Scope of Test: Assume basecase files (with igneous 
activity) with 10 subareas specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-522, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #4 (SVTR-CD-C10 - C16\C16-2) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page B-524, “Test Results 
[Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 

Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail): PASS 

Notes: None 

rester: Michael A. Smith Date: 7-6-03 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
uc,, 

Begin with tpameans.out, then set: 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = iflag, 1 
OutputMode(O=None,l =A11,2=UserDefined) = inconstant, 2 
SelectAppendFiles = iconstant, 13 (dcags.ech, dcags.rlt) 

The following changes turn off all pathways, except inhalation: 
Modifv t m i m  
DrinkingWaterConsumptionRate6[L/yr] = constant, 0.0 
LeafyVegetableConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
Ot herVegetableConsumption Rate6[ kg/yr] = constant, 0 .O 
FruitConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
GrainConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
BeefConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
PoulttyConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
MilkConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
EggConsumptionRateG[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 
SoiIContaminationExposureTime6[hr] = constant, 0.0 

Modifv adefauls.def 
SOLING = 0 mg/day. W 

The following lines were added to dcags.f after original line 517 to open/write header file for new 
output file (C16-2.dat) to store values for resuspendablefraction and tmassload for use in 
calculating expected dose from inhalation: 

c mas 7/6/03 added print statement for testing (C16-2) 
open(C16-2,file='C16-2.dat',status='un known') 
write(C16_2,'(A)')" it tim(it) 'I// 

& "resuspendablefraction tmassload" 
c mas 7/6/03 

The following lines were added to dcags.f after original line 566 to write values for new output 
file (C16-2.dat) to store values for resuspendablefraction and tmassload for use in calculating 
expected dose from inhalation: 

c mas 7/6/03 added print statement for testing (C16-2) 
open(C16~2,file='C16~2.dat',status='unknown') 
write (C 1 6-2,15) it , t i m (i t) , resuspend a bl ef ract i on (it), 

& tmassload( it) 
15 format(i4,3(x, 1 pel  1.4e3)) w 
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c mas 7/6/03 

The following lines were added to dcags.f near original line 2096 that was commented out to 
W 

write a zero value for ground surface exposure time (gset) to ggenii.inp to eliminate direct 
exposure: 

c mas 7/6/03 write zero value for gset in ggeniihp for testing (C16-2) 
C to eliminate direct exposure 
C 

c mas 7/6/03 

write(igeniiinp,'( F1 0.1 ,a)') gset,aline( 11 :79) 
write(igeniiinp,'(Fl 0.1 ,a)') O.O,aline( 11 :79) 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
W 

Copy source code for TPA to /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC16-2. 

Edit fpainp according to the setup above. 
Edit gdefaukdef according to the setup above. 

xetenv TPA-TEST /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC16-2 
Ssetenv TPA-DATA /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC16-2 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Confirm that the non-inhalation pathways have been zeroed out by checking gs-cb-ad.dat, 
gs-pb-ad.dat, gs-cb-cidat, and gs-pb-ci.dat after running TPA. 

Transfer groundsurface dose results for all times and radionuclides from dcags.rlt to cells 
B22:AR221 in C16-2.xls. This is the inhalation dose since all other pathways were zeroed out 
by modifying fpainp and gdefaukdef. 

To calculate the expected inhalation dose, several values need to be transferred from various 
TPA data files to C16-2.xls. 

Transfer values for resuspendablefraction and tmassload from C16-2.dat to corresponding times 
within cell range AZ22:BA221. Note that values for these parameters are only available for 
times following an igneous event, so take care to transfer the values to the cells corresponding 
to the correct times. 

Transfer values for the following mass loading parameters from fpainp to cells BF3:BF7: 
AirborneMassLoadOutsideHeavyDisturbance[g/m3], 
AirborneMassLoadOutsideLightDisturbance[g/m3], 
Ai rbo rneM ass Load I ns ide H eavy Dis t u rbance[ g/m3], 
Ai rborneMassLoad I nsideLig htDisturbance[g/m3], 
Ai rborneMassLoadOff site[g/rn3]. 

Transfer values for the following occupancy fraction parameters from fpainp to cells BJ3:BJ7: 
OccupancyFractionOutsideHeavyDisturbanceu, OccupancyFractionOutsideLightDisturbancen, 
Occupancy Fraction I nsideHeavy Distu rbance[], Occupancy Fraction I nsideLig ht Distu rbance[], 
Occu pancy F ract ion Off si t e[]. 

Transfer value for gramsashpercm2 from ashplume.out to cell BF10. 

Transfer values for inhalation DCFs from gs-cb-ad.dat to cells BE1 7:CU17. 

Transfer values for ciperm2gsatCP from dcags.ech to cells CZ22: EP221. 
w 
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The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (C16-2.xls) calculates the percent difference between the 
groundsurface inhalation dose results for each time and radionuclide compared to the expected 
inhalation dose results, as required by the software validation test description for test C16-2. 
The percent differences are reported in cells EU22:GK221 and the minimum and maximum 
percent differences are reported in cells E6:E7. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
W 

The minimum and maximum percent difference between the TPA inhalation dose and the 
expected inhalation dose should not exceed 1%. The values are expected to match, so a 1% 
difference criterion was selected to account for any rounding errors. The minimum and 
maximum percent differences are reported in cell E6:E7. The minimum percent difference is - 
0.00539% and the maximum percent difference is 0.00578%, both within the 1% criterion. 
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Test ID 
C16-3 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

V 

W 

SVTR #: 70 1 Project #: 20.06002.01 .I 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: C16-3 I Test Series Name: DCAGS 
~~ ~~ 

Test Method 

0 code inspection ~ g l  spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

o hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will provide confidence in the GENTPA calculations by comparing 
to RESRAD 6.1 results. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page 8-527, ‘Test 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].’’ 

Assumptions, constraints, and/or scope of test: Assume basecase files (with igneous 
activity) with 10 subareas specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page 6- 529, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure).” 

Test Results 

Location: See Attached CD #4 (SVTR-Cd-CI 0 - C16\C16-2\CI 6-3) and CD #6 
(tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page 8-534, “Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Results.” 

Test Evaluation (Pasfiail): PASS. See attachment on page B-535, “Test Results 
rest  Evaluation (Pass/Fail)].” 

Notes: None 

Tester: Michael A. Smith I Date: 7-18-03 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 

Begin with tpameans.out, then set: 
VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag(yes=l ,no=O) = iflag, 1 
EggConsumptionRate6[kg/yr] = constant, 0.0 <Note: no egg consumption pathway in 

RESRAD> 

The following lines were added to dcags.f after original line 190 to declare variables required for 
new output file (C16-3.dat) to store values for final pathway-specific DCFs: 

c mas 7/5/03 C16-3 
dimension finaldcfinh(43) 
character*6 nameiso 
external nameiso 
character*6 ljs 
external Ijs 

c mas 7/5/03 

The following lines were added to dcags.f after original line 1006 to write values for new output 
file (Cl6-3.dat) to store values for final pathway-specific DCFs: 

c mas 7/5/03 add print statement for dcags dcf testing (C16-3) 
open(C 1 6_3,file='C 1 6_3.dati,status='un known') 
write(C16-3y'(A)')'Resuspendable fraction and tmassload at time'// 

write(C16~3,'(A)')'resuspendablefraction(itoe) tmassload(itoe)' 
write(C16-3,15) resuspendablef raction( itoe) ,tmassload( itoe) 

w 

& 'of eruption for use in C16-3.xls' 

write(C16-3,'(A)')'Final DCAGS DCFs for Test C16-3' 
write(Cl6-3,'(A)')'radname dcfde dcfinga dcfingp dcfmlk dcfinh' 

do k=l ,nnucldr 
f inaldcf in h( k)=dcf in h( k)/( gramsas hpercm2* 1 .d+04) 

& *(resuspendablefraction( 1 )*tmassload( 1) 
& +massIoadoutheavy*occupancyoutheavy 
8l +massloadoutlight*occupancyoutlig ht 
8l +massloadinheavy*occupancyin heavy 
& +massloadinlight*occupancyinlig ht 
& +massloadoff site*occupancyoff site) 

enddo 
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do k=l ,nnucldr 
hw write(C16-3,I 6) Ijs(nameiso(k)),dcfde(k),dcfinga(k), 

& dcfingp( k),dcfmlk(k),finaldcfinh(k) 
enddo 

15 
1 6 format(a6,5(xI 1 pe9.3)) 

c mas 7/5/03 

format( 1 pe9.3,20x, 1 pe9.3) 

W 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
W 

Copy source code for TPA to /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC16~3. 

Edit tpainp according to the setup above. 
Edit dcags.f according to the setup above. 

>setenv TPA-TEST /home/msmi t h/tpa50j modC 1 6-3 
>setenv TPA-DATA /home/msmith/tpa50jmodC16,3 
>tpa.e >tpa.out 

Transfer final pathway-specific DCFs for all radionuclides from C16-3.dat to cells U18:Y55 in 
Cl6-3.xls. 

The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (C16-3.xls) calculates the differences between the GENTPA 
DCFs and the RESRAD 6.1 DCFs for similar biosphere conditions, as required by the software 
validation test description for test C16-3. The comparisons account for differences in dose 
factors and food transfer factors between the two codes. The differences are reported in cells 
CEI 8:CJ55. 

The RESRAD results are copied from SUMMARY.REP to cells B18:Q55 in C16-3.xls. RESRAD 
was run using a surface soil radionuclide concentration of 1 .O x 10" Ci/g for the following 
radionuclides: Ac-227, Ag-l08m, Am-241, Am-243, C-14, CI-36, Cm-243, Cm-244, Cm-245, Cm- 
246, Cs-135, Cs-137, 1-129, Nb-94, Ni-59, Ni-63, Np-237, Pa-231, Pb-210, Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu- 
240, Pu-241, Pu-242, Ra-226, Se-79, Sm-151, Sr-90, Tc-99, Th-229, Th-230, U-232, U-233, U- 
234, U-235, U-236, U-238, and Zr-93. These are the radionuclides used by TPA that are 
available for analysis in RESRAD. In combination with a contaminated zone thickness selected 
in RESRAD to be 0.01 meters and a soil density selected to be 1.5 g/cm3, a concentration of 1.0 
x loe4 Ci/g is equivalent to the surface concentration of 1 .O Ci/m2 that was used in TPA. Table 1 
lists the changes made to the RESRAD default values, along with a brief explanation for why the 
changes were made. 

V 
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Table 1. Changes Made to RESRAD Default Values for Validation Test C16-3, Along 
With Brief Explanation for Why the Changes Were Made. 

Default 
Value Parameter New Value Explanation of Change 

varied 1.0 x lo2 Soil distribution 
coefficients (cm3/g) 

Values for each radionuclide were 
made equal to 100 cm3/g if the default 
value was less than 100 cm3/g. This 
change minimizes the migration of 
radionuclides from the contaminated 
zone. This was necessary since 
RESRAD accounts for soil leaching 
during a given year’s dose calculation 
(i.e. leaching may occur during a 
growing season so soil concentrations 
are reduced), whereas in GENll soil 
leaching occurs between dose 
calculations (i.e. leaching occurs after 
a given calculation and before the 
next calculation). 

Area of contaminated 
zone (m2) 

1.0 x 104 1.5 x io7 Changed to match TPA area 
surrounding the RMEI. 

Thickness of 
contaminated zone (m) 

1.0 x 2.0 x loo In combination with a soil density 
selected to be 1.5 g/cm3, a 
radionuclide concentration of 1 .O x 10- 

Ci/g is equivalent to the sutface 
concentration of 1.0 Ci/m2 that was 
used in TPA. 

Length parallel to aquifer 
flow (m) 

1.0 x lo2 3.873 x lo3 Changed to be square root of 
increased area of contaminated zone. 

1 .o x 10-3 0 Changed to eliminate possibility of 
erosion during calculation that only 
occurs between calculations in GENII. 

Contaminated zone 
erosion rate (m/yr) 

Contaminated zone total 
porosity 

4.0 x lo-’ 3.5 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

1.0 x loo 
~~ 

8.5 x Precipitation (m/yr) Changed to match TPA input. 
~~ 

Irrigation (m/yr) 2.0 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 1.143 x 10’ 

Inhalation rate (m3/yr) 8.4 x 103 8.521 x lo3 Changed to match TPA input. 
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Table 1 Changes Made to RESRAD Default Values for Validation Test C16-3, Along 
With Brief Explanation for Why the Changes Were Made (Continued) 

:hanged to match TPA input. 1 

Def au It 
Value Parameter New Value Explanation of Change 

Mass loading for 
inhalation (g/m3) 

1.0 x 10-4 3.01 x 1 0 - 4  Changed to approximate TPA input. 
TPA uses 6 different mass loading 
values depending on location 
(indoor/outdoor/offsite), activity level 
(heavyhight), and ash thickness. 
Based on TPA intermediate output 
values and occupancy fractions, a 
weighted mass loading value is 
calculated in cell U9 of C16-3.xls for 
use in RESAD. 

Exposure duration (y) 3.0 x 10’ 1.0 x loo Changed to reduce calculation time. 
This parameter does not impact dose 
calculations, only calculations of risk 
that were not used for this exercise. 

Shielding factor, 
inhalation 

4.0 x lo-’ 
~~ 

1.0 x ioo The weighted mass loading factor 
used already accounts for indoor 
shielding, so this value was raised to 
1 for no shielding. 

Fraction of time spent 
indoors 

5.0 x lo-’ 6.9 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Fraction of time spent 
outdoors (on site) 

2.1 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Fruits, vegetables and 
grain consumption (kg/yr) 

1.6 x lo2 2.43 x 10’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Leafy vegetable 
sonsumption (kg/yr) 

1.4 x 10’ 1.5 x 10’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Milk consumption (Uyr) 9.2 x 10’ 4.1 x 10’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Meat and poultry 
:onsumption (kg/yr) 

6.3 x 10’ 3.7 x loo Shanged to match TPA input. 

Soil ingestion rate (g/yr) 3.65 x 10’ 1.83 x 10’ 

Sontamination fraction of 
ivestock water 

0 1.0 x loo :hanged to match TPA input. 
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Table 1. Changes Made to RESRAD Default Values for Validation Test C16-3, Along 
With Brief Explanation for Why the Changes Were Made. (Continued) 

Def au It 
Value Parameter New Value Explanation of Change 

Contamination fraction of 
irrigation water 

0 1.0 x loo Changed to match TPA input. 
~~ ~ ~~ 

Contamination fraction of 
plant food 

1.0 x loo -1.0 x loo Changed to match TPA input. 

Contamination fraction of 
meat 

1.0 x loo -1.0 x IO0 Changed to match TPA input. 

Contamination fraction of 
milk 

1.0 x loo -1.0 x loo Changed to match TPA input. 

6.8 x 10’ 
~ ~~ 

Changed to match TPA input. Livestock fodder intake 
for meat (kg/day) 

1.815 x 10’ 

Livestock fodder intake 
for milk (kg/day) 

5.5 x 10’ 4.015 x 10’ Changed to match TPA input. 

9.0 x lo-’ 1.5 x IO-’ Changed to match TPA input. Depth of roots (m) 

Wet weight crop yield for 
non-leafy ( kg/m2) 

7.0 x lo-’ 3.27 x 10’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Wet weight crop yield for 
leafy (kg/m2) 

1.5 x 10’ 2.0 x loo Changed to match TPA input. 

1.1 x loo 1.23 x 10’ 
~~ 

Changed to match TPA input. Wet weight crop yield for 
fodder ( kg/m2) 

Growing season for non- 
leafy (yr) 

1.7 x 10’ 2.23 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Growing season for leafy 
(Y r) 

2.5 x 10’ 2.19 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Growing season for 
fodder (yr) 

8.0 x loq2 1.26 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Dry foliar interception 
fraction for non-leafy 

2.5 x IO-’ 4.87 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Dry foliar interception 
fraction for leafy 

2.5 x lo-’ 4.87 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

Dry foliar interception 
fraction for fodder 

4.87 x loo-‘ Changed to match TPA input. 2.5 x lo-’ 
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Table 1. Changes Made to RESRAD Default Values for Validation Test C16-3, Along 
With Brief Explanation for Why the Changes Were Made (Continued) 

New Value Parameter Explanation of Change 

Wet foliar interception 
fraction for non-leafy 

2.5 x lo-’ 

Def au I t 
Value 

~ ~~ 

4.87 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 

2.5 x lo-’ Changed to match TPA input. 
4w87 lo-’ I 

Wet foliar interception 
fraction for leafy 

2.5 x lo-’ I 4.87 x IO-’ I Changed to match TPA input. 

Wet foliar interception 
fraction for fodder 

Weathering removal 
constant for vegetation 

2.0 x 10’ I 2.61 x IO’ I Changed to match TPA input. 

Storage time for livestock 
fodder (d) 

4.5 x 10’ 1.0 x loo Changed to approximate TPA input. 
TPA input used contaminated fresh 
forage for which there was no 
equivalent RESRAD input. To 
approximate, RESRAD fodder was 
used as fresh forage and this 
parameter was reduced to 1 to match 
TPA input for fresh forage. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
bf 

The minimum and maximum differences between the GENTPA DCFs and the RESRAD 6.1 
DCFs are not expected to match, but should not exceed 1 order of magnitude difference. The 
differences are reported in cells CJ18CJ55. 
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Test Results [Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail)] 
w 

The test PASSES. All, but one of the 38 radionuclides tested (C-14) has TPA and RESRAD 
total doses within 1 order of magnitude. Correcting for dose factors and food transfer 
coefficients, the results indicate that the root models for GENU and RESRAD do not result in 
highly differing doses. The corrected dose for C-14 is about about 10 orders of magnitude lower 
in RESRAD, so the current calculation of dose for C-14 in TPA appears conservative when 
compared to the RESRAD result. If the C-14 dose becomes important for dose calculations, it is 
recommended that alternative models be considered. The difference is a result of 2 different 
modelling appoaches used for GENll and RESRAD. The RESRAD C-14 model is based on soil 
concentrations and the GENll C-14 model is based on air concentrations. 
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Test ID 
s1 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 71 I Project#: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0j 

Test ID: S1 I Test Series Name: EBSFAIL fai1t.f 

Test Method 

code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection graphical 

0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: Ensure the input and output information from the consequence module 
(EBSFAIL) to the stand-alone code (failt) and back to the consequence module adheres to 
the format required by both. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 
Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): constant mean value tpa.inp file obtained 
from tpameans.out file of a single realization base case TPA 5.0 run. 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase files with 1 subarea 
specified. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on Page B-538, ‘Test Environment Setup 
“(Test Procedure) .” 

Test Results 

Location: SPOCK:/home/lhoward/tpavt/Sl . See attached CD #3 (SVTR-CD-C1 - 
CS\C2-2\tpavt\Sl). 

rest Criterion or Expected Results: Inspect and compare the input and output data as 
specified in the attached Test Procedure section. Test criterion is a qualitative check that 
the data adheres to the formats required and is appropriate for the needs of the standalone 
:ode and consequence module. 

rest Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS. See attachment on page 8-539, “Test Results 
[Test Evaluation) .” 
Notes: The input variable ctemp (0.9990E+03 C) in ebsfail.inp is listed as “boiling point of 
Jvatet‘ as a remark. Recommend that this remark be changed to the correct name of 
FlowOnsetTemperature. 

rester: Lane Howard I Date: 7/7/03 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
w 

1. Perform a standard single realization TPA run of 1 subarea: 
>setenv TPA-TEST /solapps/cnwra/A-tpa5.0j 
>setenv TPA-DATA /solapps/cnwra/A-tpa5.0j 
>c p /so I a p ps/cn w ra/A-t pa5.0j/t pa. in p . 
Edit tpahp: OutputMode -1 ; StopAtSubarea -1. 
>$T PA-TE ST/t pa. e 

2. Rename mean input values (tpameans.out) to tpa.inp and run tpa.e to obtain a single 
realization run using the constant mean values: 
>rm tpa.inp 
>mv tpameans.out tpa.inp 
>$TPA-TE ST/t pa. e > t pa. o u t 

3. Compare values of tpa.inp to input values of ebsfail.inp to validate that the input file created 
by the TPA consequence module (ebsfakinp) adheres to the format required by the standalone 
code FAILT. Print out for comparison: 
tpa. in p 
e bsfai I. in p 
echo-fail .dat 

W 
4. Run FAlLT in standalone mode to generate output back to EBSFAIL. 
>failt.e 
Print FAlLT output: 
ebstrhdat 
corrode.out 

5. Inspect FAlLT output to ensure it adheres to the format required by EBSFAIL. 
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Test Results (Test Evaluation) 
w 

The test as described in the Test Procedure is evaluated as passing based on successful 
completion of the following four evaluations: 
- the input file created by the TPA consequence module EBSFAIL adheres to the format required 
by the stand-alone code failt, 
- the output file created by failt adheres to the format required by EBSFAIL, 
- the output information supplied by failt is appropriate for the needs of the TPA 
consequence modules, 
- there are no numerical convergence problems that could affect the correctness of the output 
supplied by the failt stand-alone code. 
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Test ID 
s2 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

W 

W 

V 

SVTR#: 72 I Project#: 20.06002.01 .I 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0m 
~~ 

Test ID: S2 I Test Series Name: EBSREURELEASET 

Test Method 

0 code inspection spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test validates that time-dependent FOW and FMULT factors and the 
flow multiplication factor are used to determine flow rates in RELEASET calculations. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 
~~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, "SPOCK" 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Run RELEASET, with screenprints added 
for variables qinwp and qout, in standalone mode using the ebspacmc, ebsre/.inp, and 
ebstrhdat files from a mean value TPA simulation for 1 E5 yr, 1 subarea, flow through 
model, and WP wall thickness of 10 m, and ebsf/o.dat with modified flow rates, time- 
dependent FOW and FMULT factors and flow multiplication factor. 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Inspect and compare RELEASET 
qinwp and 9out screeprint results in an EXCEL spreadsheet with flow rates, time-dependent 
FOW and FMULT factors and flow multiplication factor specified in ebsf/o.dat. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B- 542,"Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) ." 

~~ ~ 

Test Resu I ts 

Location: See attached CD #5 (S2) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest). 

rest Criterion or Expected Results: RELEASET variables qinwp and qout should be 
within a small tolerance (Le., < 1%) of the product of flow rates, the time-dependent FOW 
and FMULT factors, and the flow multiplication factor set in ebsf/o.dat. 

rest Evaluation (PasdFaiI): PASS 

Notes: None 
~ 

rester: Rob Rice Date: 7-23-03 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 

Run RELEASET, as a standalone code, having qinwp and qout screeprints using flow rates, and 
time-dependent FOW and FMULT factors, and flow multiplication factor specified in ebsflodat. 
In RELEASET runs, flow rates will be set to a constant (0.1 m3/yr) and the time-dependent FOW 
and FMULT factors and the flow multiplication factor will be varied one at a time and also as a 
set to determine whether all 3 factors are correctly applied. 

V 
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Test ID 
s3 



SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

I1 code structure and how it is used within the TPA code. [ note: the accuracu of the 

SVTR#: 73 I Project #: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Software Name: UZFT and SZFT I Version: 5.0h 
~~ 

Test ID: S3 I Test Series Name: NEFMKS 

Test Method 

0 code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 
hand calculation 

Test Objective: This test will verify that the NEFTRAN I1 input file designates the 
appropriate input flags to execute the NEFTRAN II code properly. 

0 comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 
~~ ~ 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUN, Ultra-5 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): use basecase settings 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: use the results of a single realization 
(input flags will not vary by realization) 

~~ 

Test Results 
~~ 

Location : /home/nmss 1 /tj ms/tpa50 h/S3 

rest Criterion or Expected Results: Input values must be consistent with the use of 
UEFTRAN II within the TPA code (e.g., input and output files used by NEFTRAN II are 
Zonsistent with the TPA code). 

rest Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS. See attachment on page B-545, ‘Test Results [Test 
:valuation (Pass/Fail)].” 

Notes: None 
I 

rester: Tim McCartin I Date: 7-25-03 
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Test Results [Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail)] 
w 

nef i i uz. in p 
External Files 
IOPT(12) = 0 (source rates not written) CORRECT 
IOPT(13) = -1 (writes discharge rates for each isotope sequentially by chain) CORRECT 
IOPT(14) = 1 (read source term from external file) CORRECT 
IOPT(15) = 1 (read sampled data from a file) CORRECT 
IOPT(l6) = 1 (read velocities from an external file) CORRECT 
IOPT(17) = 0 (do not read time dependent source flow rates) CORRECT 
Run Controls 
IOPT(18) = 0 (use DVM) CORRECT 
IOPT(19) = 1 (use velocities from external file) CORRECT 
IOPT(20) = 0 (use leach rate in source model) CORRECT 
IOPT(21) = 0 (use flow thru model in source) CORRECT 
IOPT(22) = 0 (use constant leach rate model) CORRECT 
IOPT(23) = 0 (do not force leg to leg transfer) CORRECT 

nef iisz. i n p 
External Files 
IOPT( 12) = 0 (source rates not written) CORRECT 
IOPT(13) = -1 (writes discharge rates for each isotope sequentially by chain) CORRECT 
IOPT( 14) = 1 (read source term from external file) CORRECT 
IOPT( 15) = 1 (read sampled data from a file) CORRECT 
IOPT(16) = 1 (read velocities from an external file) CORRECT 
IOPT(17) = 0 (do not read time dependent source flow rates) CORRECT 
Run Controls 
IOPT(18) = 0 (use DVM) CORRECT 
IOPT(19) = 1 (use velocities from external file) CORRECT 
IOPT(20) = 0 (use leach rate in source model) CORRECT 
IOPT(21) = 0 (use flow thru model in source) CORRECT 
IOPT(22) = 0 (use constant leach rate model) CORRECT 
IOPT(23) = 0 (do not force leg to leg transfer) CORRECT 

* 
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Test ID 
s4 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR 

SVTR#: 74 I Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0h 

Test ID: S4 I Test Series Name: GENTPA 

Test Method 

0 code inspection spreadsheet 
0 output inspection 0 graphical 

hand calculation 

Test Objective: Verification of GENTPNGENTPAGS Calculations with GENll vl.485. See 
attachment on page 8-550, “Test Method (Test Objective). 

IZI comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK for TPA, IBM PS/2 Model 95 
for GENll v1.485 runs 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
version 5.0, DOS 6.1 for GENll v1.485 runs 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): Mean value tpa.inp file run for 1 realization, 
GENll v. 1.485 files are discussed in the Test Procedure section. 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: See attachment on page 8-553, 
‘Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test).” 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-554, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure) .” 

Test Resu Its 

Location: Attached CD (path = /indprot/intakes) 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page 6-553, Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Result).” 

rest Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 

Notes: Due to similarities in calculations in DCAGW and DCAGS test results for soil source 
calculations from this test are applicable to test C16-1 (DCAGS). 

~~ 

rester: P. LaPlante I Date: 7/03/03 
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S4: Verification of GENTPNGENTPAGS Calculations with GENU vl.485. 
Path for run directory: 
/home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/ for TPA calculations 
/gen2 for GENU v1.485 

w 

Path for archive of results: 
spock /home/plaplan/validate/ 
TPA run is in spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpa50h/ 
GENU vl.485 results are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/intakes/GENll.results 
Test spreadsheets are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/intakes 

Environment variables: (for TPA) 
TPA-TEST /net/s pock/home/janetz ke/tpa50 h 
TPA-DATA /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 

Special input files or modifications to input files required: 
tpa.inp 

The following input files are needed for GENU v1.485 execution: 
default.dat, geniih, ftrans.dat, default.dat, rmdlib.dat, grdf.dat, gamen.dat, bioacl .dat 

W The following input files, generated by GENTPA and GENTPAGS are used to generate the 
above input files for GENll vl.485 execution. Generation of the input files for GENll vl.485 
execution involves converting the following files from Unix to Dos format using the “unix2dos” 
command in Unix and renaming the files to match naming requirements for GENll v1.485 (i.e., 
the filenames listed above) : 

ggrdf.dat, ggamen.dat, gbioacl .dat 
ggeniishp, gdefaulshp, gftransshp, gdefault.inp, ggenii.inp, gftranshp, grmdlib.dat, 

Because the GENTPA and GENTPAGS calculations in TPA are looped through current and 
pluvial biosphere (i.e., climate states) parameter sets from tpa.inp for each realization the *.inp 
files reflect the last run (Le., pluvial parameters) when a single realization is executed. Therefore, 
ggenii.inp and ggeniis.inp files that reflect “current biosphere” are overwritten at the end of a 
TPA realization and are unable to be used for this test. As a result, the geniih file for 
groundwater source, current biosphere conditions was created by manually entering the input 
parameters for current biosphere conditions in tpahp to complete the GENU v1.485 runs for this 
test. It was not necessary to create a soil source, current conditions input file because as 
presently implemented the soil source pathway dose calculations are not influenced by climate 
state (i.e., the leaching calculation parameters are fixed and do not vary with climate and with a 
soil source there is no radionuclide deposition from irrigation so the lower pluvial irrigation rates 
do not impact the soil source pathway calculations). As a result the input file for soil source, 
current biosphere would be identical to the input file for soil source, pluvial biosphere so the 
latter was used since the pluvial biosphere files were available in TPA output (Le., last round of 
calculations was pluvial so files were not over-written as the current biosphere output was). 
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Special diagnostic code modifications required: 
W none 

Program modes to be used (append flags, scenario/model switches, etc.): 

Test uses TPA run from test C-11-la which ran an unmodified base case tpa.inp and 
renamed the file “tpameans.out” to tpahp, changed “OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), 
and “VolcanismDisruptiveScenarioFIag” to 1 (yes) and ran TPA with the new file. 

Utility scripts needed to perform the test: 
none 

Utility codes needed in the analysis of the test data: 
Microsoft Excel2000 

V 
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Test Method (Test Objective) 

w 
Verification of GENTPNGENTPAGS Calculations with GENll vl.485: 

-Verification of biosphere pathway calculations that convert unit concentrations of 
radionuclides in groundwater or soil to radionuclide intakes and exposures in genv.out 
and genv.cum output files 

- Input parameters in tpa.inp and information in data files ggenikinp, gdefauls.inp, 
gftranss.inp, gdefaukinp, ggenkinp, gftrans.inp, grmdlib.dat, ggrdf.dat, ggamemdat, 
gbioacl .dat are used as intended in TPA calculations 

- TPA output in files genv.out, genv.cum contain correct information that is verified by 
comparison with comparable output from running GENU v1.485 using the same input and 
auxiliary data sets 
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Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test) 
W 

Test verifies a few single execution runs of GENTPA and GENTPAGS code in TPA. The TPA 
and GENll v1.485 runs are done for data sets related to current conditions and pluvial 
conditions. Tests verify that the TPA implementation of the GENTPNGENTPAGS software, 
which is based unmodified executables in the GENll v1.485 software, produces the same results 
as the GENll v1.485 software when the same data and code options are used. Stochastic 
operation of calculations is not covered by this test. Due to similarities in the TPA pathway dose 
modeling in DCAGW and DCAGS this test will cover verification of both GENTPA and 
GENTPAGS calculations. Therefore, the test results applicable to GENTPAGS are relevant to 
another test (C16-1), however, due to similarities with this test the computations and 
documentation are included here. Because the conversion of TPA data files and re-execution in 
GENll v1.485 is a rather labor intensive exercise this test is not expected to be repeated once 
passed successfully unless the GENTPA or GENTPAGS modules are modified and there is a 
need to re-verify the calculations. 

Constraints: 
This test is designed to follow test C11-1 a and precede test C11-1 b. 

Output files to compare or examine: 
From TPA Run: 
g e nv. ou t 
g e nv. c u m 

W 
From GENll v1.485: 
env.out 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 
)cllrr 

Set environment variables to point to directory where current version of TPA code resides: 

setenv TPA-TEST /net/spock/home/janetzke/tpa50h 
setenv TPA-DATA /net/spock/home/janetke/tpa50h 

Create alias in .cshrc.local that will allow running the TPA code from its original directory using 
the tpa.inp in my test directory by using the command “alias name’’ tpahp at the command 
prompt in the directory path where the tpa.inp resides. 

alias tpa50h ‘/home/janetzke/tpa5Oh/tpa.e’ 

Run an unmodified base case tpa.inp and rename the file “tpameans.out” to tpa.inp, change 
“OutputMode” parameter to 1 (all), and “VoIcanismDisruptiveScenarioFlag” to 1 (yes) and run 
TPA with the new file. (this run was already executed for test C11-1 a). 

Obtain the TPA data files needed to do a comparable run of the GENU v1.485 code for 
comparison with GENTPA results. Convert the files as explained under the input file 
modifications section of this attachment. 

Execute the programs in GENll v.l.485 code that were selected for GENTPA (i.e., the 
ENVIN.EXE and ENV.EXE routines) in DOS four times using the converted input data files from 
the TPA code run (Le., the four exposure scenarios include: groundwater source/current 
biosphere, groundwater source/pluvial biosphere, soil source/current biosphere, soil source/ 
pluvial biosphere). 

* 

Verify intakes calculated from the TPA run (genv.cum) for the appropriate scenario are 
consistent with intakes calculated by the GENll vl.485 code (env.out) by transferring results for 
the particular source and biosphere specific output to the appropriate spreadsheet (filename 
tpa50.validation.intakes.gw.cb.xls for groundwater source/current biosphere, 
tpa50.validation.intakes.gw.pb.xls for groundwater source/pluvial biosphere, 
tpa50.validation.intakes.gs.xls for soil source/either biosphere). The transfer of results is done by 
reading the GENll v1.485 or TPA output files into Excel 2000 and block copying the output into 
the appropriate columns in the test spreadsheet. The spreadsheet does a simple 1 to 1 ratio of 
the results from GENll vl.485 and TPA for each radionuclide and pathway. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 
W 

Test passes if: 
-- all intake values compared for the pathways applicable to this test generated by GENll VI .485 
agree with the intakes calculated by the TPA code for all radionuclides and relevant pathways 
(tolerable error within 5%). 

-all “divide by zero” results are confirmed to be zero for both GENll vl.485 and TPA code 
results (zero results for some radionuclide intakes are expected based on input parameter 
choices) 

Test Results 
TPA run inputs and full results are on spock /home/plaplan/validate/tpatiOh/ directory. 
Spreadsheets for test are in spock /home/plaplan/validate/indprot/intakes 
tpa50.validation.intakes.gw.cb.xls, tpa50.validation.intakes.gw.pb.xls, 
tpa50.validation.intakes.gs.xls demonstrate agreement in results 

Overall Test Status (PASWFAIL): PASS 
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Test ID 
S6 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 75 I Project #: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0i 

Test ID: S6 I Test Series Name: SEISM02 

Test Method 

code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

0 hand calculation 0 comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: This test is conducted to verify i). The input file (mechfailhp) created by 
SEISM02 adheres to the format required by MECHFAIL. ii) The output file (mechfakdat) 
created by MECHFAIL adheres to the format required by SEISM02. iii) The output 
information supplied by MECHFAIL is appropriate for the needs of SEISM02. And, iv) No 
numerical convergence problems are noted that could affect the output supplied by 
M ECH FA I L. 

Test Environment SetuD 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8, f77 
Version 4.2 

Input Data (Files, Database, mode settings): See attachment on page B-556, “Test 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].” 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Assume basecase tpa files. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-557, “Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure).” 

Test Resu Its 

Location: See attaached CD #5 (S6). 
Note also, testing was performed on the stand-alone module MECHFAIL and the 
consequence module SEISM02 in accordance with the Test Plan for PA-SCR-414. 
Additional testing will be conducted in accordance with the Test Plan for PA-SCR-426. 

rest Criterion or Expected Results: See attachment on page 8-558, “Test Results 
(Test Criterion or Expected Results.) 

rest Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 

Notes: None 

rester: George Adams I Date: 7-2-03 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
W 

Settings in tpa.inp: 
OutputMode(O=None,l =A11,2=UserDefined) = 1 {to generate output files} 
SelectAppendFiles = 4 {to generate the seismo.rlt file and seismo.ech file used in comparisons 
against input and output information to and from module MECHFAIL} 

V 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) - 
1) Edit fpainp according to the setup above. 
2) Set the environment variables: (for example) 

> setenv TPA-TEST $HOME/svtp-s6-7-1-03 
> setenv TPA-DATA $HOME/svtp_s6-7-1-03 

3) Invoke the tpa code and abort the execution at subarea 3 after the SEISM02 module 
executes. Input and output information will be compared for subarea3. 
4) Invoke the tpa code and abort the execution at subarea 7 after the SEISM02 module 
executes. Input and output information will be analyzed for subarea 7 
5) invoke the tpa code and allow the code to execute to completion. Input and Output 
information will be analyzed for subarea 10. 
6) Compare the mechfaildat, mechfail.inp, and mechfail.def, and seismo.rlt files to verify that 
information is being correctly transferred between the SEEM02 module and the MECHFAIL 
module. 
7) Inspect the MECHFAIL code and the SEISMO2 code. Inspect the SEISM02 code to verify 
that the information passed back from MECHFAIL is required by SEISM02. Inspect the 
MECHFAIL code to identify any areas where numerical convergence problems may occur. 
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Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 

1. Verify the input file to MECHFAIL (mechfailhp) is in the same format as the default file 
(mechfail .def), the format required by MECHFAI L. 

2) Inspect the output file from MECHFAIL (mechfail.dat) and verify that at different time steps, 
the mechfail.dat file contains the same information as seismo.rlt for subareas 3, 7, and 10. 

3) Inspect the input file for MECHFAIL (mechfaiinp) for subarea 3 and verify the data in 
accordance with tpa.inp , sp.tpa, and seismo.ech parameters. 

4) Verify the information passed through the MECHFAIL output file (mechfaldat) is required by 
the SEISM02 code. 

5) Check the input data and inspect the MECHFAIL code to identify any areas where numerical 
convergence problems could occur. 

Results: 
1) A comparison of mechfail.def with mechfail.inp for subarea 10 shows that the two files are 
formatted the same way. 

2) The mechfail.dat files for subareas 3, 7, and 10 were combined into one file and compared 
with the seismo.rlt file using Microsoft WinDif. A composite difference file (comparison between 
seismo.rlt and mechfail 3-7-1O.dat) was generated and shows no difference in the data for 
subareas 3, 7, and 10. 

+-u+ 

3) The following chart is a comparison between some of the expected input parameters for 
mechfail.inp and the actual values in the file: 

Parameter I ~ ~~~ Expected 
~~ ~~~~~ 

Rubble Thickness (tpainp) I 0.5 

Drip Shield Height (tpa.inp) 12.521 

Drip Shield Bulk Head Yield Stress 
( tpa. inp) 

I658 

Starting Index for Block 1 (sp.tpa) I 1062.847 

Bulking Factor Rock Type 2 (sp.tpa) I 1.41 6934 

Groung Acceleration Initial Type 
1 (SP-tPa) 

I 0.2522134 

Drip Shield Buckling Load (sp.tpa) 1 0.4508495E+05 (kg/m) 

Value in mechfail.inp I I1 2.521 

1063 

1.41 693 

0.25221 3 

I 
4.50849E+01 (tonnes/m) I 
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Parameter 

seismic event at 791.32 (seismo.ech) W 
Expected Value in mechfail.inp 

0.1 69 0.169 

The table above shows good correspondence between the expected values in the MECHFAIL 
input file and the parameters in tpa.inp, sp.tpa, and seismo.ech. 

drip shield thickness at 194.13 
(seismo.ech) 

4) The information passed back to SEISM02 by MECHFAIL in file mechfail.dat is the following: 

0.01 4742 0.01 4742 

Time 
Drift Failure Fraction 
Drip Shield Failure Fraction 
Drip Shield Buckling Failure Fraction 
Drip Shield Plate Failure Fraction 
Drip Shield Bulkhead Failure Fraction 
Waste Package Failure Fraction 
Waste Package Top Failure Fraction 
Waste Package Bottom Failure Fraction 
Stress Corrosion Cracking Top Fraction 
Stress Corrosion Cracking Bottom Fraction plrcf 

Also, mechfail.dat passes back a flag that indicates if corrosive failure occurred prior to 
mechanical failure. 

The information identified above is passed back from MECHFAIL through SEISM02 to the 
EXEC module and displayed in seismo.rlt. The drip shield failure information is used in other 
modules. The flag indicating corrosive failure occurred prior to mechanical failure is used for a 
warning message. The information passed back by MECHFAIL through mechfail.dat is required 
by the SEEM02 code and also the EXEC module for calculations, screen output, or for input to 
result files. 

5) The MECHFAIL code was inspected to identify possible areas where convergence could be a 
problem. The sampling of rock block volumes was identified previously as a possible problem 
for a block size distribution file of zero volumes. Successfully running the code with the current 
file for rock type 1 block volumes of zero (seisbsl .dis) shows that this problem no longer exists. 
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Test ID 
s7 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 76 Project #: 20.06002.01.11 3 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.0g 

Test ID: S7 I Test Series Name: DSFAILT 

Test Method 

0 code inspection 0 spreadsheet 
output inspection 0 graphical 

0 hand calculation 

Test Objective: Verify correct transfer of data, including input files to the stand alone code 
DSFAILT created by the NFENV module. Note that in test C4-1 it was verified that the input 
to the stand-alone code is correctly constructed by the EXEC module. 

comparison with external code results 

Test Environment Setup 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 
Version 5.0; Lahey-Fujitsu Fortran 95 V5.0; Mathematica 4.1 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): The file tpameans.out was used as 
reference input file. Modifications to that file were implemented for several tests, specified ir 
the attachment. 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: See attachment on page B-562, 
“Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test).” 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-563, ‘Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedure).” 

~- ~~~ 

Test Results 

Location: See attached CD #3 (SVTR-CD-C1 - C9\C3-1 \C-3\Pensado\SVTR=S7). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: The computed failure time should respond correctly 
to changes in the file tpa.inp. The expected output was computed with Mathematica and the 
TPA output should compare to the expected output. Inflection points in the thickness versus 
time curves should correspond to times at which the relative humidity equals the critical 
relative humidity for aqueous corrosion, or times at which the temperature equals the boiling 
temperature. That the correct inflection points are produced is a verification that the input 
fluoride.dat is well constructed by the NFENV module, and well read by the DSFAILT 
module. 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS 

Notes: See attachment on page 8-“564, Test Results (Notes).” 

Tester: Osvaldo Pensado I Date: 7/3/2003 
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Test Environment Setup (Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test) 
Llrrr 

All these tests were one-realization, one-subarea tests. Modifications were implemented directly 
into the file tpa.inp and the TPA code was executed. The failure time computed by the DSFAILT 
module should respond correctly to those changes. This test took advantage of work done for 
test C4-2, where a Mathematica program was developed to reproduce computations by the 
DSFAILT module. 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) - 
1. Run the TPA code with the input files as in the attachment. 
2. Read the following files using Mathematica 

dsfailt.inp 
fluoridedat : input fluoride concentration versus time 
dsfailtdat : failure time and drip shield thickness versus time 

: input parameters to DSFAILT 

3. Compute with Mathematica the drip shield failure time and thickness versus time using the 
same 

input data in dsfailt.inp and fluoride.dat. 
4. Compare DSFAILT output (thickness versus time) to Mafhemafica output 
5. Inspect the contents of the file ebstrhc.inp to make sure that inflection points in the thickness 
versus time curves correspond to points at which the relative humidity reaches the critical 
relative humidity for aqueous corrosion, or times at which the temperature equals the boiling 
temperature. 

In all runs 
CriticalRelativeHumidityAqueousCorrosion=0.401 
BoilingPointOfWater[C]=97.0 
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Test Results (Notes) 
W 

Run MEANS 
tpa.inp same as tpameans.out 
Mathematica computations (points) 
DSFAILT (TPA) output (continuous line) 

Dry period RH>RHcritical 

0.01 25 

0.005 

0.0025 

10 100 1000 10000 100000. 

Drip s h ie I d thickness[ m] versus ti me[ y r] 

w Computed failure time 
TPA: 624 yr 
Mathematica: 624.449 

The sharp decrease in the thickness is caused by a high value of the fluoride concentration and 
a large enhancing factor affecting the corrosion rate during the high-temperature aqueous 
period. It was verified, by inspection of the ebstrhc.inp file, that the inflection points correspond 
to the time at which the temperature exceeded the boiling point of water or the time at which the 
relative humidity felt below the critical value for aqueous corrosion. 
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Run 01 
Input file: same as tpameans.out, except in the following parameter 

Mathernatica computations (points) 
DSFAILT (TPA) output (continuous line) 
Drip shield thickness[m] versus time[yr] 

DripShieldCorrosionRate[m/yr] = 2.19350-05 

Pboiling 
0.005 ; 

0.0025 : 

10 100 1000 10000 100000. 

Computed failure time 
TPA: 112 yr - Mathernatica: 11 1.9 

Inflection points matched expectations. 
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Run 02 
Input file: same as tpameans.out, except in the following parameter 

Mathematica computations (points) 
DSFAILT (TPA) output (continuous line) 
Drip shield thickness[m] versus time[yr] 

DripShieldCorrosionRate[m/yr] = 2.1935D-07 w 

0.0125 

0.01 

0.0075 

0.005 

0.015 1 *--r\ 
t 
- 

I 
: 

\RH”CritiCal 

Pboiling 

High mperatures 
Aque s condition a 

0.0025 

10 100 1000 10000 100000. 

W Computed failure time 
TPA: 904 yr 
Mathematica: 903.74 yr 

Inflection points produced at expected times. 
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Run 03 
Input file: same as tpameans.out, except in the following parameter 

Mathematica computations (points) 
DSFAILT (TPA) output (continuous line) 
Drip shield thickness[m] versus time[yr] 

w’ 
DripShieidCorrosionRate[m/yr] = 2.1 935D-08 

0.01 5 

0.0125 

0.01 

0.0075 

0.005 

0.0025 

condition 

condi n \ 
10 100 1000 10000 100000. 

Computed failure time 
TPA: 37914 yr 
Mathematica: 3791 3.6 yr 

7111 inflection points produced when expected, according to data in the file ebstrhchp. 
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Run 05 
Input file: same as tpameans.out, except in the following parameters 
I nd rift-FI-P reTem pe ratu re Pea k[ mol/LJ=4.08e-04 
I ndrift~FI~PostTemperaturePeak[mol/LJ=4.08e-O4 
DripShieldCorrosionRate[m/yr] = 2.1 935D-07 
The fluoride concentration was made constant, throughout the simulation time 
Mathernatica computations (points) 
dsfail (TPA) output (continuous line) 
Drip shield thickness[m] versus time[yr] 

W 

10 100 1000 10000 100000. 

Log -scale 

u 

2000 4000 6000 8000 I0000 

Linear-scale. Linear decrease as a function of time is expected. 

TPA failure time: 5932 yr 
Mathernatica: 5931.74 yr 

In this case, a linear decrease was produced by forcing the same fluoride concentration during 
the high-temperature aqueous period, and the low-temperature aqueous period. 
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Test ID 
S8 
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SOFTWARE VALIDATION TEST REPORT (SVTR) 

SVTR#: 77 I Project#: 20.06002.01.1 13 

Software Name: TPA I Version: 5.01 

Test ID: S8 I Test Series Name: SNLLHS 

Test Method 

code inspection 
output inspection 

u hand calculation 

EI spreadsheet 
EI graphical 

comparison with external code results 

Test Objective: This test validates SNLLHS results for specified input file distributions. 

Test Environment Setup 
~ _ _  ~~ ~ 

Hardware (Platform, Peripherals): SUNW, Ultra-4, “SPOCK 

Software (OS, Compiler, Libraries, Auxiliary Codes or Scripts): SUN-OS 5.8; f77 Version 
5.0 

Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings): See attachment on page B-573, “Test 
Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)].” 

Assumptions, Constraints, and/or Scope of Test: Inspect and plot results from the SNLLHS 
output file /hs.out for the distributions specified in the SNLLHS input file /hs.inp. 

Test Procedure: See attachment on page B-576, ‘Test Environment Setup 
(Test Procedures) .” 

Location: See attached CD #5 (S8) and CD #6 (tpa50valtest). 

Test Criterion or Expected Results: SNLLHS output distributions should match the specified 
input distributions and there should be no trend in those values. See attachment on page 
B-577, “Test Results (Test Criterion or Expected Results).” 

Test Evaluation (PasdFail): PASS. See attachment on page B-578, ‘Test Results res t  
Evaluation (Pass/Fail)].” 

Notes: None 

rester: Rob Rice I Date: 7-17-03 
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W Report of the SNLLHS Validation Testing 

by R. Rice 
711 7/03 

This report presents the TEST ID S8 validation testing for SNLLHS. Background information , 
the test criterion or expected results, the test procedure, the test input and results, and the test 
evaluation are provided. 

The validation testing for SNLLHS was comprised of work conducted for SCR387 which tested 
the SNLLHS code for Version 4.2a. In the testing for SCR387, the SNLLHS code passed all 
tests. These results are located in the SCR387/ subdirectory on the CD that accompanies this 
SVTR. 

Additional validation testing was conducted for changes made to SNLLHS subsequent to the 
SCR387 testing. These tests are described below. 

The SNLLHS source code has remained unchanged since the testing work conducted in 
SCR387, except for the following changes listed below (see the source_codes_and-drences/ 
subdirectory on the CD that accompanies this SVTR). U 

184,189~184,204 
< OPEN(2,FILE='TEM2.LHS',FORM='UNFORMATTED',STATUS='U"OWN') 
< OPEN(3,FILE='TEM3.LHS',FORM='~FO~TTED',STATUS='U"OWN') 
< OPEN(4,FILE='TEM4.LHS',FORM="FORMATTED',STATUS='U"OWN') 
< O P E N ( 8 , F I L E = ' T E M 8 . L H S ' , F O R M = " F O R M A T T E D ' )  
< OPEN(9,FILE='TEM9.LHS',FORM="FORMATTED',STATUS='U"OWN') 
< OPEN(13,FILE='TEM13.LHS',FORM='UNFO~TTED',STATUS='~~O~') 
--- 
> cc rwj 2-27-03 SCR392; 
> cc 
> cc 
> cc 
> cc 
> cc 
> cc 
> cc 
> cc 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

Speicify a non-default blocksize to enable large binary files 
for the Lahey LF90 compiler. 
O P E N ( 2 , F I L E = ' T E M 2 . L H S ' , F O R M = " F O R M A T T E D ' )  
OPEN(3,FILE='TEM3.LHS',FORM="FORMATTED',STATUS='U"O~') 
O P E N ( 4 , F I L E = ' T E M 4 . L H S ' , F O R M = " F O R M A T T E D ' )  
OPEN(8,FILE='TEM8.LHS',FORM='UNFORMATTED',STATUS='U"OWN') 
OPEN(9,FILE='TEM9.LHS',FORM="FORMATTED',STATUS='U"OWN') 
OPEN(13,FILE='TEM13.LHS',FO~='UNFORMATTED',STATUS='~OWN') 
OPEN(2,FILE='TEM2.LHS',FORM='UNFORMATTED',STATUS='U"OWN', 

O P E N ( 3 , F I L E = ' T E M 3 . L H S ' , F O R M = " F O R M A T T E D ' ,  
76& BLOCKSIZE=8192) 
O P E N ( 4 , F I L E = ' T E M 4 . L H S ' , F O R M = " F O R M A T T E D ' ,  

EC BLOCKSIZE=8192) 
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> & BLOCKSIZE=8192) 
> OPEN ( 8, FILE= ’ TEM8. LHS ’ , FORM= ’ UNFORMATTED ’ , STATUS= ’ UNKNOWN ’ , 
> & BLOCKSIZE=8192) 
> OPEN(9,FILE=’TEM9.LHS’,FORM=’U”ORMATTED’,STATUS=’U”OWN’, 

V 

> & BLOCKSIZE=8192) 
> OPEN(13,FILE=’TEM13.LHS’,FORM=”FO~TTED’,STATUS=’~~OWN’, 
> & BLOCKSIZE=8192) 
6611~6626,6631 
< X(LOC(1,J)) = A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(NINT(R*NOBS))) 

> 
> c  GADAMS PA-SCR-385 8-30-02: Changed the following line to bound 
> c  the index between 1 and NOBS 
> c  X(LOC(1,J)) = A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(NINT(R*NOBS))) 
> X(LOC(1,J)) = A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(I + NINT(R*(NOBS -1)))) 
> 
6907,6908~6927,6932 
< c  X(LOC(1,J)) = A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(NINT(R*NOBS))) 
< X(LOC(1,J)) = 1O**(A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(NINT(R*NOBS)))) 
--- 
> 
> c  GADAMS PA-SCR-385 8-30-02: Changed the following line to bound 
> c  the index between 1 and NOBS 
> c  X(LOC(1,J)) = 10**(A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(NINT(R*NOBS)))) 
> X(LOC(1,J)) = 1O**(A + (B-A)*(SAMPLE(l + NINT(R*(NOBS -1)))) ) 

Note that there are 2 general changes identified above. The first changes the block size for 
temporary, intermediate files used by the SNLLHS code and does not affect the SNLLHS 
distribution computations (i.e., the output in Ihs.out). 

w 

The second change was implemented to correct for a potential array out-of-bounds condition 
that would not arise except during testing that involved modification of the SNLLHS source code 
(Le., a TPA code user would not have this problem). The potential array out-of-bounds condition 
occurs for the “BETA and “LOGBETA” distributions. The tester would need to increase the 
maximum number of realizations (or NOBS) from 4000 to at least 10000 and then request 10000 
realizations, for example, while running the SNLLHS code in standalone mode. The code 
modification shown above will avoid a potential array out-of-bounds condition by not allowing the 
index for the array variable “SAMPLE” to become 0. Instead, the index for the array variable 
“SAMPLE” could be shifted by one (out of 10000). 

W 
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Test Environment Setup [Input Data (Files, Database, Mode Settings)] 
w 

Run the SNLLHS code in standalone mode using data contained in the SNLLHS input file 
/hs.inp. For the “BETA distribution, the following input file, /hs.inp.beta, was used: 

TITLE - Created for tpa execution 
RANDOM SEED 6789 
NOBS 1 
NREPS 1 
BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 

BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME ” 
BETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

The difference between the SNLLHS “BETA” output for the two versions of the SNLLHS 
code tested (i.e., with and without the index fix) is shown below (see the *.di#file in the 
“snllhs- ~50l_inputand_resu/t~-and_differences” subdirectory). 

2,3c2,3 
< 0.54197403+03 0.3468602E+03 0.1066289E+03 0.19653793+03 0.44843123+02 
< 0.21634023+03 0.54512353+02 0.6942220E+02 0.32846573+03 0.2655721E+03 

> 0.54197403+03 0.34686023+03 0.10658013+03 0.19652523+03 0.44838103+02 
> 0.21634023+03 0.54503223+02 0.69407363+02 0.32846573+03 0.26556213+03 

For the “LOGBETA distribution, the following input file, /hs.inp./ogbeta, was used: 

TITLE - Created for tpa execution 
RANDOM SEED 6789 
NOBS 1 
NREPS 1 
LOGBETA TESTPARAMETERNAME 

1.0 1000.0 2.0 8.0 
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LOGBETA 
1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

LOGBETA 
W 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

The difference between the SNLLHS “LOGBETA” output for the two versions of the SNLLHS 
code tested (Le., with and without the index fix) is shown below (see the *.cliff file in the 
“snllhs- v5UL input-and- resul~s-and-di~erences’’ su bdi rectory ) . 

2,3c2,3 
< 0.42125643+02 0.10929973+02 0.20758883+01 0.38654563+01 0.13541323+01 
< 0.44326893+01 0.14477643+01 0.16049893+01 0.96245473+01 0.62303253+01 

> 0.42125643+02 0.10929973+02 0.20751873+01 0.38651183+01 O.l354085E+Ol 
> 0.44326893+01 0.14476723+01 0.16048243+01 0.9624547E+01 0.62298943+01 

w --- 

LOGBETA 
1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

LOGBETA 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 

TESTPARAMETERNAME 
1000.0 2.0 8.0 



The difference between the SNLLHS “LOGBETA output for the two versions of the 
SNLLHS code tested (Le., with and without the index fix) is shown below (see the *.difffile 

W in the “sn/ /~s~v50l_i~~ut_and~resu/~s~and~~~fferences” subdirectory). 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Procedure) 

Run the SNLLHS code in standalone mode for various inputs and keywords in 1hs.inp and 
determine through inspection and analysis of results in the SNLLHS output file /hs.out and 
in the plots that the SNLLHS code is correctly computing distributions. Additionally, the 
SAMPLER E2 series of validation tests documents the correctness of the SNLLHS output. 

Testing for the “BETA and “LOGBETA distributions was conducted using an SNLLHS 
executable running in standalone mode with and without the modification for the array 
indexing shown above. See the subdirectories 
“snllhs- vfiOI-input_and- results-and-differences” and “snllhs- v42- input and- results” for 
these input files, output files, and the differences between the output for SNLLHS 
simulations conducted for the “BETA” and “LOGBETA” distributions. 
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Test Environment Setup (Test Criterion or Expected Results) 

W 
Based on the above discussion, it is therefore expected that the output for “BETA and 
“LOGBETA distributions could be different in the 3K‘ or 4th significant digit and that not all 
values will be different. 
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Test Results [Test Evaluation (Pass/Fail)] 

In the SNLLHS results for both the “BETA and “LOGBETA distributions, the results are 
consistent with the TEST CRITERIA OR EXPECTED RESULTS, since by inspection the 
output for “BETA” and “LOGBETA distributions are different in the 3K‘ or 4th significant digit 
while not all values are be different. Additionally, all testing of SNLLHS conducted for 
SCR387 was passed. Therefore, the following conclusion is justified. 
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Deviations from the TPA 5.0 Software Validation Test Plan 

Page Section Test ID Comments 
~ 

7 4 
Bullet 4 

The statement in the Test Plan indicating that the personal 
computer platform would not be used for code validation 
was too broad. The TPA code was exercised on the UNlX 
platform, and Intel-based personal computers were used for 
spreadsheets and auxiliary analysis. 

none 

E5-2 12 This test was deleted because a logic statement was 
poorly formed. 

5.1.5 
Bullet 2 

12 5.1.8 E8-all This test was deleted because the FINDELEV module is not 
used. , 

13 5.1.1 1 E l  1 -all The term RAN more correctly refers to RAN1. 

13 5.1 .I2 
Bullet 3 

E:2-3 This test was deleted since it contradicts one of the 
techniques used in importance analysis. 

Test E12, in general, is not directed at developing a full 
suite of importance analysis parameter values. The 
development of importance analysis parameter values is 
considered a lengthy model modification exercise rather 
than code development. As a result, values in the iadatfile 
reflect some of the values used for the last importance 
analysis effort and may not be appropriate for the TPA 
Version 5.0 code models. For now, the file serves as a 
placeholder for yet-to-be-determined data values. This 
will be developed as future importance analysis efforts 
progress. This is consistent with the distribution of pre\ 

ile 

ous 
versions of the code, which also did not contain a final ia.dat 
file. 

c1-4 15 5.2.1.1 This test is delayed to Phase I l l  because it is more of a 
model validation. 

16 5.2.2.1 Z2-4 This test only applies to the pH values for EBSFAIL 
because it is inappropriate to use the near field pH values 
for the EBSREL pH values. 
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Deviations from the TPA 5.0 Software Validation Test Plan (continued) 

Page Section Test ID Comments 

18 5.2.6 C6 Per letter request from J. Firth dated April 22, 2003, 
SEEM02 was not tested, and the MECHFAIL module was 
tested according to S6 where the original test results for 
MECHFAIL are included with new MECHFAIL tests 
performed for this effort. 

C8-all The EBSFILT module is listed as both a consequence 
module and a stand-alone code. It would more 
appropriately be listed as a stand-alone code rather than 
consequence module because the tests are already 
described in the consequence module section. The 
remainder are listed under the consequence modules. 

20 5.2.8.1 

C12-all This test was deleted per letter request from J. Firth ds+sd 
April 22, 2003. 

22 5.2.12 

23 5.2.1 3.1 C13-3 The “geometric” model referred to on the third line should 
read “distribution” model. 

~- ~~~~~~~ ~~~ 

The criterion of 1 percent listed on the last line of the 
second bullet should be 10 percent. 

24 5.2.14.1 C14-2 

25 C15-2 This test is delayed to Phase Ill. 5.2.15.1 

28 5.3 
Bullet 4 

s-4 These tests were deleted because the algorithms used in 
the TPA Version 5.0 code do not lend themselves to 
assuring that there are no convergence problems. These 
functional tests were deleted. 

29 Table 5-4 s4 The GENll code will be used by the TPA code despite the 
recent announcement by its author of a known bug that will 
not be fixed. P. LaPlante has reviewed the code and has 
determined that the bug is not in an area used by the TPA 
code, and it should not affect the operation or results of the 
TPA code. 

~ 

Table 5-4 S6 29 SEISM02 was not tested, and the MECHFAIL module was 
tested according to S6 where the original test results for 
MECHFAIL are included with new MECHFAIL tests 
performed for this effort. 
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